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Eigenvalue problems of the form g’(v) = U’(v) are considered, with the 
normalizations g(v) = r or h(v) = r, where g and h are real-valued Ci functions 
on a real Banach space which are invariant under a periodic linear isometry. 
Theorems are proved on the existence of solutions h(r), v(r), and on their 
dependence upon the normalization constant r > 0. In particular, the relation, 
as I + 0, of X(r), v(r) to solutions of the linearized problem g”(O)v = W(O)v 
is discussed. The theorems are applied to elliptic problems for Euler-Lagrange 
operators corresponding to multiple integral functionals on closed subspaces 
of Sobolev spaces. 
In his papers [5] and [6], B rowder has developed an existence 
theory for eigenfunctions of nonlinear elliptic boundary value problems 
of the form 
c (-1)1”1 DUG&, o,..., D”w) = h c (-l)‘*’ DW& V )..., P-q, 
I@lGF lal<~-l 
where the operators are Euler-Lagrange expressions for multiple 
integral functionals over a suitable domain Q in W: 
6 = wa, g(w) =f, G(x, w ,..., Pw) dx, 
H, = awatm, h(w) = s, H(x, v ,..., Dm-ler) dx. 
The theory provides weak solutions of the eigenvalue problems, i.e., 
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real numbers h and distributions er lying in a closed subspace V of a 
suitable Sobolev space Wm9”(Q) with p > 2, satisfying 
<g’(@, w> = W’W, w> (all w E V) 
and normalized by g(u) = r, where r > 0 is a prescribed constant. 
The main hypothesis is that g and h be Cl functions on V, invariant 
under the action of a linear isometry 4 of V having prime period. 
It is further required that g’ be bounded and proper on closed bounded 
sets, that h’ be compact, and that g’, h, and h’ satisfy certain positivity 
conditions. These latter hypotheses imply that l/h satisfies condition 
(C) of Palais-S ma e 1 on the submanifold g-l(r) of V, for suitable Y. 
The invariance hypothesis permits a passage to the quotient by the 
group generated by 4, and Browder’s generalized Lusternik- 
Schnirelman minimax principle implies that, for each positive integer 
k, there is a weak eigenfunction ZI = u,Jr) which realizes the Kth 
minimax value 
Yk(r) = {WCg-l(r): cat(qIV, qg-l(r)) > k}, 
where q is the quotient map taking each z, to its orbit under the 
iterated action of 4. 
Our purpose in the present article is threefold. With essentially 
the same hypotheses as Browder’s, we wish to prove the existence of 
weak eigenfunctions v~(Y) as above, but normalized by h(u) = r 
instead of g(n) = r; to prove, with either normalization and with 
fixed K, that mk(r) is continuous and that the set of all such cuk(r) for r 
in a compact interval is compact in V’; and to prove, in case g(v) and 
h(v) are approximately quadratic at 0, and again for either normaliza- 
tion, that as r approaches 0 from above, cu,Jr) approaches 0 tangentially 
to some eigenspace of the linearized problem g”(O)v = hh”(O)v and the 
corresponding eigenvalue approaches the appropriate linear eigen- 
value. Our interest in the first assertion arises from the asymmetry 
with which g and h enter the problem, h’ being an operator of lower 
order than g’. In some contexts, e.g. quantum mechanics, one wants 
eigenfunctions normalized by the small function rather than by the 
large one. Uniqueness of Q(Y) in either normalization is by no means 
assured in general, but in case it holds for r in some interval, continuity 
of the path Y tt VJY) over this interval follows from the second 
assertion. Thus the second, and in a similar vein the third, assertions 
can be seen as part of a discussion of the “well-posedness” of the 
normalized weak eigenvalue problem. 
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The main initiative in the proof is to regard the normalizing 
function as a fibration of a suitable part of V, trivialized by the radial 
retraction of V\(O) onto the unit sphere S. This viewpoint is inherent 
in Browder’s emphasis, in [6], on the possibility of transplanting the 
minimax problem for fixed r from the level set g-‘(r), which need be 
only a Cl manifold, to the sphere S, which is as smooth as the norm 
is on V\(O), and which, in particular, will support the gradient-field 
arguments of the Lusternik-Schnirelman theory as soon as the norm 
is C2- on V\(O). F or our purposes, however, the triviality of the 
fibration must come into the foreground, since it is only by simul- 
taneously transplanting the minimax problems for nearby normaliza- 
tions to a standard fibre-model that one can compare the solutions and 
appraise their continuity in the normalization parameter r. Once 
adopted, this viewpoint pays double. In appropriate circumstances, 
an extra copy of S can be placed over 0 E R and glued onto V\(O), and 
the object-function g/h can be extended by 1’Hospital’s rule to the 
extra fibre, Then the same general continuity lemmas, applied to the 
extended g/h, reveal the behaviour of the solutions to the minimax 
problems as r approaches 0. It is incidentally clear from these 
considerations why we take the quotient g/h, and not simply l/h 
(respectively g), as the object-function in the minimax problem 
normalized by g (by h). 
The proof is carried out in four stages of decreasing generality. In 
Section 1, we consider a topological fibration p: E -+ B with fibre F, 
a continuous function f: E 4 R, an arbitrary subset D C E, and a 
homeomorphism-invariant family 9 of subsets of F. For each T in 
B, all trivializations of p at r transport 9 to the same well-defined 
family 9(r) of subsets of the fibre E, , and an extended-real-valued 
function m = m.p = mF,f,T, can be defined on B by 
Finiteness of f is assured if f is bounded below and 9 contains a 
compact element. We show that if f and p satisfy a certain equicon- 
tinuity condition, then m is continuous wherever it is finite, and that 
if in addition D is compact in subsets of E having compact images by 
f and p, then the set of y in D with f(y) = m(p(y)) is compact over 
compact subsets of B. Here D could well be empty: existence theory 
on the same level of generality is presented by Browder in [6, Sect. I]. 
In Section 2, we consider the set K of eigenvectors of the pair g’, h’, 
where g and h are real-valued Cl functions on a real Banach space V 
whose norm is Cl away from 0. Under hypotheses resembling those 
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from which Browder deduces Condition (C), but with the positivity 
requirement ong’ weakened to coerciveness ofg + yh for some y >, 0, 
we prove that h is a radially trivial fibration of V(/(h) = (V E V: h(u) > O> 
and that g/h, h, and K satisfy the conditions on f, p, and D in Section 1. 
At the same time we see, by a slight modification of Browder’s proof, 
that the restriction of g/h to each fibre h-l(r) C V(h) satisfies Condi- 
tion (C). The abovementioned extension of g/h by 1’Hospital’s rule is 
carried out under some further hypotheses, including of course the 
existence of g”(0) and h”(O), and including a strengthened coerciveness 
assumption which has the effect of making the norm on V equivalent 
to a quadratic norm. For this reason the result for the extended case is 
stated for V a Hilbert space. Results parallel to these are proved with 
g instead of h as the fibre map, under hypotheses which are still 
closer to Browder’s. 
In Section 3, we apply the main hypothesis that g and h are invariant 
under a suitable group n of isometries of V. The constructions of 
Section 2 pass to the quotient by rr with their key properties intact, and 
we arrive at fibrations with fibre F = S/r. Choosing fl = Fk, 
for each positive integer K, to be the family of all subsets X of F having 
cat(X, F) > k, we apply Browder’s Lusternik-Schnirelman existence 
theorem on each fibre, and apply the continuity results of Section 1 as 
the fibre varies, to establish our main abstract results, Theorems 3.2, 
3.4, 3.7, and 3.8. Refinements on the behaviour of solutions as K + CO 
for fixed r are given in Theorems 3.6 and 3.9. A technical fact of some 
importance, stated in Lemma 3.1, is the existence of a compact 
element in each Fk, in case dim I’ = co. The proof requires a 
relativization of the arguments sketched by Browder in proving the 
weaker facts that F has infinite category [6, Theor. 4, p. 151 or that F 
contains compact subsets of arbitrarily high category in themselves 
[6, Prop. 8.3, p. 511. I am indebted to Professor J. F. Adams for 
instructions on how to make the proof. 
In Section 4, we apply the abstract theorems of Section 3 to the 
weak eigenvalue problem for elliptic Euler-Lagrange operators. The 
process of translation, and in particular the construction of ellipticity 
hypotheses on the integrand G which yield the properness of g’, 
has been carried out by Browder in [5, Appendix to Sect. I]. His 
conditions are restated below, with a minor correction, and are 
augmented by conditions on G and H sufficient for the existence of 
g”(0) and h”(0) but not so restrictive as to make g and h into C2 
functions. We then formulate concrete versions of the theorems of 
Section 3 in this context. These results, Theorems 4.3 through 4.8, 
constitute the main objective of the paper, and the reader might wish 
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to consult their statements before entering into the rather long 
development which intervenes. We conclude with a discussion of 
Kolodner’s problem on the heavy rotating string [8]. Though it 
involves only one independent variable, this example presents an 
interesting singularity. 
Parts of our theorems describing the dependence of solutions 
upon the normalization parameter Y have been proved in rather special 
cases by Krasnosel’skii [9], Berger [2, 31, Coffman [7], and Bazley 
et al. [I]. Despite their special character, these works contain in germ 
many of the arguments developed here in general. More detailed 
references appear after Theorems 1.2, 3.6, and 3.9. 
1. FIBRED MINIMAX PROBLEMS 
With Hausdorf? spaces E, B, and F, we shall consider a locally 
trivial fibration p: E + B with fibre F. The reader is reminded that 
this meansp is continuous from E onto B, and for each r in B there is 
a neighbourhood N of Y and a map CT: p-l(N) + F such that 7 = (p, u) 
is a homeomorphism of p-l(N) onto N x F. Such a map T is called a 
trivialization of p at r; we note that for each Y in N, u restricts to a 
homeomorphism of the fibre E, = p-l(r) onto F. Let 9 be a non- 
empty family of subsets of F such that O(X) E 9 whenever X E 9 and 0 
is a homeomorphism of F onto itself, and for each r in B set 
F(Y) = {Y C ET: u(Y) E F for some trivialization 7 = (p, u) at r}. 
By the homeomorphism-invariance of 9, the family F(Y) is inde- 
pendent of the trivialization appearing in its definition. 
Let f: E -+ R be a continuous real-valued function on E, and let D 
be an arbitrary subset of E. For each Y in B, we define the 9-minimax 
off with respect top at r to be 
and we define the m*-realizing subset of D over Y to be 
D.&> = {Y E D n ET: f(r) = c&)>. 
More generally we shall define the ms-realizing subset D,(C) of D 
over an arbitrary subset C of B to be the union of the 09(r) for Y in C. 
Note that m9(r) might be &cc and that D,(r) might be void. 
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We seek conditions on the data which will make D&C) compact 
whenever C is compact. In the applications to follow, p, f, and D 
will be fixed and 9 will be variable, so it is clear that our conditions 
ought to make as little reference to % as possible. The first condition 
involves only p and f, and in formulating it we shall use the following 
notation. Suppose T = (p, 0) is a given trivialization of p over N C B. 
For each fixed x E F, we shall denote by f, the function f 0 T-‘( *, x) 
from N to R, so that 
f(r) = f&)> where r = p(y), x = a(y). 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let E, B, F be Hausdorff spaces, p: E --+ B a 
locally trivial fibration with fibre F, f : E--t IF2 a continuous function, 
r a point in B, and 7 = (p, u) a trivialization of p at r. Then f will be 
called f-equicontinuous with respect to r at Y provided that, for each 
R E [w, there is a neighbourhood N of Y such that the family of functions 
{fy x E F,,,} is equicontinuous at Y, where 
F R,N = {x E F: fJr’) < R for some Y’ E N}. (1.1) 
Observe that the set FR,N in (1.1) is the “horizontal projection” 
off -‘((- co, R]) n p-l(N) into F by u, and as such it depends on the 
trivialization. The conclusions to follow, however, do not. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let E, B, F be Hausdorfl spaces, p: E --t B a locally 
trivial fibration with jibre F, f : E --+ Iw a continuous function, and D a 
subset of E. Assume that: 
(1) For each Y E B, the restriction f, = f / E, is bounded below, 
and f is f-equicontinuous with respect to some trivialization T = (p, 0) 
at r; 
(2) For each compact I C [w and each compact C C B, the subset 
D n f -l(I) n p-‘(C) is compact. 
Then, for any homeomorphism-invariant family 9 of subsets of F 
which contains at least one nonvoid compact element, the following 
conclusions hold: 
(a) The 9-minimax function rns off with respect top is$nite and 
continuous on B; 
(b) For each compact C C B, the ms-realizing subset D&C) of D 
over C is compact. 
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Proof of (a). F ix r E B. The lower bound for f on the fibre E, 
is clearly a lower bound for m&r). On the other hand, the compact 
element of 9 pulls back by a trivialization to a compact element 
Y E F(r), and 
m.%=(y> < SUP f(Y) < a- 
?JEY 
Thus ms(y) is finite, under assumption (1). 
Now let E > 0 be given. We must exhibit a neighbourhood J = Jc(r) 
of Y such that 
To this end, let 7 be a trivialization as in assumption (1). Set R = 
mF(r) + E and choose a neighbourhood N of r as in Definition 1.1, so 
that (f,: x EF~,.,} is equicontinuous at r. By the equicontinuity, there 
is a subneighbourhood J C N such that 
Ifz(y’> -f&l < 4 if Y’EJ and XEF~,~. V-3) 
By the definitions of F(Y) and m9(y), we can write 
Accordingly, there is a set X,, E 9 such that 
f&l < m.&> + 4 if xEX,. (1.4) 
Since Y E N and the number on the right of (1.4) is less than R, the 
Definition (1.1) implies that X,, C FR,,, . Hence (I .3) and (1.4) combine 
to give 
f&‘> < m.&) + E if r’~ J and XEX,. 
Taking the supremum over x E X0, we obtain the right-hand half of 
(1.2). On the other hand, let X E 9 be arbitrary. By the definition of 
mF(y), there is a point x,, E X such that 
If xo EFR.N , then (1.3) gives 
f&r’) > j%(r) - e/2 if Y’ E J; (1.6) 
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while if x,, 4 FRsN , then according to (l.l), f&r’) > R for all r’ E N, 
so that (1.6) holds in any case. Combining (1.5) and (1.6), we obtain 
f&) > %4r) - E if r’~ J. 
Hence for any r’ E J, the supremum of f.(r’) over x E X exceeds 
m9(r) - E, and the left-hand half of (1.2) follows by the arbitrariness 
of X. Thus the continuity of m9 at Y is proved. Q.E.D. 
Proof of (b). Let CC B b e compact, and let (yi> be a net in 
OF(C). Passing to a subnet, still denoted by {yi}, we can suppose that 
ri = p( yi) converges to some r E C. Then f ( yi), which is the same as 
m9(ri) by definition of DF(ri), must converge to my(r) according to 
conclusion (a). Hence all the numbers f (yJ belong to some compact 
subset 1 C R, and so yi e D n f -l(1) n p-‘(C). By assumption (2), 
some subnet of {yi} converges to a point y E D; and by relabelling 
again, we may write yi -+y E D. Since p and f are continuous, 
p(y) = lim p(yJ and f(y) = lim f (yJ; and those two limits were 
identified above as Y and m9(r). Thus y E D n E, and f (y) = m?(r), 
i.e., y E D9(r) C OS(C), and we have proved that an arbitrary net in 
D,(C) has a subnet which converges in D,(C). Q.E.D. 
Remark. In Theorem 1.2, if Ds( ) r is a singleton {Ye} for each Y 
in some open NC B, and if B is a locally compact space, then y9 is 
continuous on N. This is immediate from (b). The same conclusion 
is arrived at by the same route in a particular instance by Bazley et al. 
[l, Cor., p. 3051, though they do not formulate their problem explicitly 
as a fibred problem. It should be noted that, while they claim that m,- 
is continuous ([l, Lemma 1, p. 3041, m9 = c in their notation), they 
prove only that it is upper semicontinuous. The monotonicity enjoyed 
by their m, = c by no means implies its lower semicontinuity. The 
latter property, i.e., the left-hand half of (1.2) above, is in fact the 
subtler half of continuity in this context, and its proof cannot be 
accomplished without the verification of some equicontinuity property 
such as the one in Definition 1.1. This gap in the argument of [l] is 
filled below in much greater generality. 
2. SPHERICAL FIBRATIONS AND LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS 
Let V be a real Banach space, with norm I/ * 11 and with the value of 
x E V* on v E V denoted by (z, v). For given C’ real-valued functions 
g and h on V, we shall study the set of solution-pairs h E R, v E V to 
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the eigenvalue problem g’(u) = Ah’(v). The first step is to consider 
conditions under which g or h restricts to a fibration over some 
interval (ra , co), trivialized by radial retraction. Since the eigenvalue 
problem involves only g’ and h’, we can subtract the constant r0 from 
g or h without loss of generality, and consider fibrations over the 
positive half-line (0, CO). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let V be a real Banach space, I a Ci real-valued 
function on V, and Wa subset of V. Then 1 will be called radial on W 
provided that Z(V) > 0 for v E W, and for each r > 0 and each p > 0 
there exists d > 0 such that (Z’(V), V) > d whenever u E W, Z(V) > r, 
and II v II < P. 
Remark. If Z is radial on W, it follows immediately that 
(Z’(v), V) > 0 on W, and in particular that 0 $ IV. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let V be a real Banach space whose norm is a C1 
function on V\(O), let S be the unit sphere {u E V: [( u 11 = l}, and let 
s: V\{O> --+ S be the map v t-t v/II v I/. Let Z be a C1 real-valued function 
on V, and set V(Z) = {v E V: Z(v) > 0). Assume further: 
(1) Z is radial on V(Z); and 
(2) For each u E S, Z(pu) + 00 as p -+ co. 
Then V(Z) is contained in V\(O), and the map t = (I, s) restricted to 
V(Z) is a Cl isomorphism of V(Z) onto (0, 00) x S. 
Proof. In view of the above Remark, assumption (1) implies 
V(Z) C V\(O); and we shall show first, for each r > 0 and each u E S, 
that the ray {pu: p > 0} meets Z-l(r) in precisely one point. Indeed, 
suppose that Z(p,u) = Z&u) = Y for two numbers pz > p1 > 0. By 
radiality, we can find d = d,,,z > 0 such that (Z’(v), v) > d if 
Z(v) > Y and jj v [j < pz . Then 
when p = p1 , and Z(pu) must increase as p increases in a neighbour- 
hood of pr . Hence we can assume that pa is the least number >pi for 
which Z(pau) < Y, and therefore that Z(pu) 3 r for pi < p < pa. Then 
inequality (2.1) holds throughout this p-interval, and the left side of its 
integrated form 
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vanishes while the right side is positive. This contradiction shows that 
{pu: p > 0} meets Z-~(Y) at most once. On the other hand, suppose 
that I@) # Y for all p > 0. Since Z(pu) > Y for large p by assumption 
(2), the same inequality holds for all p > 0 by continuity. It follows 
as above that (2.2) is true with pz = 1 and any pr > 0. Letting 
pr --t 0, we obtain Z(p,u) + -co, which is impossible since Z(pu) > r 
for all p > 0. Thus {pu: p > 0} meets Z-l(r) at least once, as desired. 
It follows that, for each Y > 0, the retraction s carries Z-l(r) 
bijectively to S, and hence that t = (I, s) is bijective from V(Z) to 
(0, a) x S. Thus it suffices to check that t is locally a Cl isomorphism. 
To do this, we follow the proof of [6, Prop. 6.4, p. 371. Fix z, E V(Z) 
and set (Y, ZJ) = t(v). The tangent spaces T,V(Z) and T,(,,((O, co) x S) 
can be identified respectively with V and R x kerj(u), where 
j: V--f I’* is the derivative of l/2 11 *112; and one finds 
&(w) = (V(v), w>, II TJ lI-lw - II 7J r3(i(4, WM. (2.3) 
Using the equalities kerj(,) = kerj(,) and (j(n), V) = j/ z1 /12, one 
sees that dt, is a continuous linear map of I’ into R x ker j(u), and that 
dt, is inverted on both sides by the continuous linear map which takes 
(p, z) E [w x ker j(a) to 
As z, changes over V(Z), it is clear from (2.3) that dt, changes con- 
tinuously, since 2, # 0. The inverse mapping theorem now applies, 
at any given v E V(Z), to show that t is locally Cl invertible there. 
Q.E.D. 
Thus under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2, I: V(Z) + (0, co) is 
globally Cl trivialized by t = (1, s). In particular, each fibre VY = Z-r(r) 
is a closed Cl submanifold of V, Cl isomorphic to S by s. The norm in 
I’ induces a Finsler structure on T( V,), which in turn induces a 
complete metric on V, [ll, Cor. to Theor. 3.6, p. 1201 compatible 
with the manifold topology [12, p. 2021. There is also an induced 
Finsler structure on T*(V?) [ll, Theor. 2.7(5), p. 1181, and we shall 
denote by 11 * I\* the norm obtained in this way on T,*(V?). We shall 
also use the notations k, = k 0 t-l(-, u) and k, = k / V+. , introduced 
in Section 1, if K is another real-valued function on V. 
LEMMA 2.3. With the same notations and assumptions as in 
Lemma 2.2, let k be another Cl real-valued function on V. Then 
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(a) The function ZJ defined on V(Z) by 
is continuous; and for each u E S, the partial-function k, is Cl on (0, CO), 
with k,’ = t.~~ ; 
(b) For each r > 0 and each v E Z-l(r), k’(v) = p(v) Z’(v) zf and only 
if d(k,)” = 0; and 
(c) For each r > 0 and each v E Z-l(r), 
II qq - &> W/Iv* < [l + (II W)ll II v II/l(W)> 7J>l)l II w4v III) * 
Proof. The continuity of E.L on V(Z) is clear, since by radiality of 1 
the denominator does not vanish there. To prove k,‘(r) = &r) for 
given u E S and any r > 0, consider r’ > 0 distinct from r and set 
v’ = t-l(r’, u). Then v = 11 v Ij U, v’ = I[ V’ 11 U, and 
Ur’) - k,(r) = 411 v’ /I 4 - W 2, II 4 
= W(ll ‘u II 4, w v’ II - II v II) + 4 7+ II- II ZJ II), 
with a similar expression for r’ - r = Z(11 v’ 11 u) - Z(ll v jj u). By 
dividing the first expression by the second, we obtain 
(k&‘> - kb>)/(r - r) - W v II 4, +l<W 7J II 4, u> (r’ -+ r), 
and k&3 = ~(4 = PA r results if numerators and denominators ) 
in the above limit are multiplied by /j v 11. This proves (a), and con- 
clusions (b) and (c) are implied by [6, Prop. 6.1, p. 341 with k, Z in 
place of h, g, respectively. The reader who checks this reference is 
advised of a misprint on the fourth line from the bottom of the cited 
page: the defined symbol “c(x)” ought to be “5(x)-l”, as is cle; Eo; 
the proof. . . . 
Lemma 2.3(b) is of course the Lagrange multiplier rule, identifying 
the eigenvectors of the problem k’(v) = X/‘(U) in Z-l(r) with the 
critical points of the constrained function k, = k / Z-l(r). We now state 
our first result connecting such problems with the considerations in 
Section 1. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let V be a real Banach space whose norm is a Cl 
function on V\{O}, S its unit sphere, and s: V\(O) -+ S the map v I-+ v/Ii v 11. 
Let g and h be Cl real-valued functions on V, and assume 
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(1) g’ is bounded and proper on each closed bounded subset of V, 
and h’ is compact; 
(2) h is radial on V(h) = {v E V: h(v) > 01, and for each u E S, 
h(pu)-+ co asp-+ co; 
(3) There exist a constant y > 0, and a function c: [0, a) -+ 
[-y, ~0) satisfying c(p) ---t co as p --+ 00, such that 
g(v) + 24v) 2 4l v II> 
for each v E V. 
Set K = {v E V: g’(v) = Ah’(v) for some h E R>, and define X(v) = 
(g’(v), v)l(h’(v), v> for v E V(h). 
Then h: V(h) -+ (0, co) is a Fbration with fibre S, globally Cl 
trivialized by t = (h, s); g/h and h are both continuous from V(h) to [w; 
andfor each r E (0, co): 
(a) The restriction (g/h),, of g/h to h--l(r) is bounded below, and g/h is 
(g/h)-equicontinuous with respect to t = (h, s) at r; and 
(b) If {vi} is a sequence in V(h) such that ri = h(vJ + r, (g/h)(vJ < R 
for some R E [w, and /I d((g/h),i),; \Ltii -+ 0 as i -+ 00, then there exists a 
subsequence {vuicj)) which converges zn V(h) to a point of K. 
Proof. Since assumption (2) includes the assumptions in Lemmas 
2.2 and 2.3 with 1 = h and k = g, those lemmas and the remarks 
which separate them justify the preliminary assertions about h, s, g/h, 
and A. 
Proof of (a). For a given r = r,, > 0 and any v with h(v) = r0 , 
assumption (3) implies that 
d4lW b -141 + l/r& 
and so (g/h), is bounded below. To establish that g/h is (g/h)- 
equicontinuous with respect to t = (h, s) at r,, , we must find for any 
given R E R a neighbourhood N of r,, in (0, co) such that the family 
{Wh) U: u E SR,N} is equicontinuous at re , where 
s R,N = {u E S: (g/h)U(r’) f R for some r’ E N}. 
Since k/h)&) = gu( >/ ‘t r r, I is enough to find N so that {gU: u E S,,,} 
is equicontinuous at r,, . Let 0 < ri < r0 < r2 , and let R, = Rr, . 
If N is chosen inside [rl, r2], then any u E S which satisfies 
(g/h),(r’) < R for some r’ E N also satisfies 
gu(r’> f R, for some r’ E N. (2.4) 
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Hence it will suffice to find a neighbourhood N of r0 inside [ri , ra], 
such that the family of all g, satisfying (2.4) is equicontinuous at r0 . 
To this end, fix some number R, > R, and set 
W = (TJ E V: g(v) < R, and rl < II(V) < r2>. 
Then W is a closed subset of V(h) on which 
f+) 3 r1 and g(v) + rN4 G R, + ~2 - 
Assumptions (3), (2), and (1) imply in turn that [I ‘u /I < p, (h’(v), V) > d, 
and II g’(u)lI < 1 f c or some constants p, d > 0, and cr and for all v E W. 
Hence h(v) = <g’(u), v)/(h’(v), V) is bounded in absolute value by 
M = pc,/d, uniformly over ZI E IV. Expressing this in terms of u E s( IV), 
and using Lemma 2.3(a) with 1 = h and K = g, we find that 
I&Yr)l G M if g&) d R2 and r, < Y < r2 . 
Choose 6 > 0 so that 6 < (R, - R,)/2M and 
(2.5) 
To see that this neighbourhood N has the desired property, suppose 
that u E S is such that g, satisfies (2.4). By continuity of g, , there is a 
maximal closed subinterval N’ C N such that r’ E N’ and 
g&) G R2 for all Y E N’. (2.6) 
If N’ # N, then by maximality of N’ and continuity of g, , at least 
one of the end points r” of N’ has g,(r”) = R, , and also / Y” - r’ I < 26. 
Since (2.5) applies to every Y E N’, we obtain 
which contradicts the choice of 6. Hence N’ # N is impossible, and 
N’ = N in (2.6). But then (2.6) and (2.5) together imply that 
I g,‘(r)1 < M for all r E N, provided u E S satisfies (2.4). Hence the 
family of g, for all such u admits a common uniform Lipschitz constant 
in the interval N, and is therefore equicontinuous at y0 . Q.E.D. 
Proof of (b). For any Y > 0, (g/h), = g,/r and so d((g/h),) = 
d(g,)/r. Applying Lemma 2.3(c) with I = h and k = g, we obtain 
II g’(4 - eJ) W)ll Y’ 
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for z, E h-l(r). Suppose {wi} is a given sequence in V((h) such that 
ri = h(q) -+ r, (g/h)(q) < R f or SOme R E K and II 4(g14,d)vi lLi -+ 0. 
The first two conditions imply that h(v) > rr andg(a) + rh(v) < R, , 
for some rl > 0 and R, > 0 and all z, = vi . As in the proof of part (a), 
it follows from assumptions (l), (2), and (3) that (h’(v), V} is bounded 
above zero and that 11 v 11, Ij h’(v)jl, and I X(u)1 are all bounded, uniformly 
over v = zii . Accordingly, if z, = zti and Y = ri are inserted in (2.7), 
the right side of the resulting inequality tends to 0 as i + CO, and with 
it the left side, i.e., 
si = 11 g’(q) - X(q) h’(oi)llY* -+ 0. 
Since h’ is compact by assumption (I), and jl vui /I and / h(vJ are 
bounded, we can pass to a subsequence and assume that h(uJ h’(uJ 
converges in V*. Then 
II g’(vi) - g’(vj)ll < Sa + II h(vi) h’(wi) - h(ai) h’(vi)ll + 6, 
approaches 0 as i, j 4 co, and hence g’(u,) is Cauchy, therefore 
convergent, in V *. Since g’ is, by (l), proper on a set containing the 
original zli , some further subsequence of (vi} must converge in V, say 
to a certain TI E h-l(r). By the continuity of g’, h’, and h, we conclude 
that g’(v) - X(V) h’(v) = 0, and ZI E K as desired. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Theorem 2.4(b) embraces two assertions of interest. The 
special case in which all the d((g/h),i)vi vanish yields, in view of 
Lemma 2.3(b), assumption (2) of Theorem 1.2 with V(h), (0, co), h, 
g/h, and K in place of E, B, p, f, and D, respectively. The special 
case in which all yi = Y yields Condition (C) of Palais-Smale for g, , 
with respect to the standard Finsler structure on h-l(r) mentioned 
after Lemma 2.2. The proof of (b) just given is in fact adapted from 
Browder’s verification of Condition (C) in a similar context [6, 
Prop. 6.2, p. 361. 
We shall now strengthen the assumptions on g and h in such a 
way that h will fibre all of V\(O), and K n h-l(r) will determine 
solutions of an appropriate linear eigenvalue problem, as r -+ 0. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let V be a real Banach space and I a Cl real- 
valued function on V. Then 1 will be called quadratic at 0 provided 
that Z(0) = 0, Z’(0) = 0, and the FrCchet derivative Z”(0) exists and is 
symmetric from V to V*, i.e., 
(Z”(O)a, w) = (Z”(O)w, 0) 
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for all vu, w E V. In this case we shall write 
LEMMA 2.6. Let V be a Banach space and 1 a C1 real-valued 
function on V which is quadratic at 0. Then 
(a) l(v) = 4)(v) + o(ll v II”) as v + 0; 
(b) Z’(v) = Z”(O)v + o(Ij v 11) as v -+ 0; and 
(c) lo’(v) = Z"(O)v for each v E V. 
Proof. Assertion (b) is the definition of Z”(O), since Z’(0) = 0 is 
assumed. Assertion (b) implies (a) through the formula 
W = j’ O’(PW), w>4
0 
since Z(0) = 0 is assumed. Assertion (c) follows from the assumed 
symmetry of Z”(0). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let V be a real Banach space whose norm is a Cl 
function on q(O}, let S be the unit sphere of V, and let s: V\(O) + S be 
the map v I-+ v/l/ v 11. Let 1 be a Cl real-valued function on V which is 
quadratic at 0, and assume 
(1) I is radial on V\(O); 
(2) For each u E S, Z(pu) -+ 00 as p -+ co ; and 
(3) lo is positive on u(O). 
With {O] x &l(l) C R x V, let V(Z) denote the disjoint union 
and extend the maps 1 and s on v\(O) to 1 and s on V(Z) by setting 
l((0, w)) = 0 E R, 
for v E &l(l). 
Then we have the following: 
(a) The map t = (I, s) is bijective from V(Z) to [0, a) x S; and with 
respect to the Cl structure on V(Z) transported from [0, CO) x S by t-l, 
v\(O) is an open Cl submanifold, (0) x Z&l(l) is a closed C1 submanifold, 
Cl isomorphic by (0, v) t+ v to d’(l) C V, and t is a Cl isomorphism 
from V(Z) to [0, 00) X S; 
580/r8/3-2 
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(b) For a sequence (~0 in v\(O) and a point v E &l(l), zli --+ (0, U) 
in V(Z) if and only if Z(v%) -+ 0 and vi/l\ vi (1 ---t v/11 v (I; 
(c) For each pair of numbers d > 0, p > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such 
that (1 v [I < p whenever v E q(O) satis$es 0 < Z(v) < 6 and 
4Mll v II) b 4 and 
(d) If vi -+ (0, v) in V(Z), then vi --f 0 in V. 
Proof of (a). The present assumptions include those of Lemma 2.2 
with v(Z) = k’/(O), and so t = (I, s) is a Cl isomorphism from 
v\(O) to (0, co) x s. s ince I, is homogeneous of degree 2, we have 
(h’(v)9 v> = 244 v ), and the positivity of I,, assumed in (3) then makes 
I,, radial on v\(O). Further, for each u E S, 
4l(pu) = p2&) + a, as p+cx3. 
Then Lemma 2.2 applies to the function I,, on V(Z,) = V\(O), to show 
in particular that s is a C1 isomorphism from 1,-l(l) to S, and hence 
that s is a Cl isomorphism from (O} x Z;‘(l), equipped with the 
obvious Cl structure, to S. It follows that t = (Z, s) is a bijection 
from V(Z) to [O, GO) x S whose restrictions to the two pieces 
{O] x 1,-l(l) and V\(O), already carrying their own Cl structures, 
are Cl isomorphisms. Since the corresponding images by t, namely 
(01 x S and (0, co) x S, are respectively a closed and an open Cl 
submanifold of the whole image [0, co) x S, the remaining statements 
in conclusion (a) are immediate consequences of the definition of the 
Cl structure transported to V(Z) by t-l. Q.E.D. 
Proof of (b). C onvergence of a sequence in V(Z) is, by definition, 
equivalent to convergence of the image-sequence under t, and 
conclusion (b) expresses a particular instance of this equivalence. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of (c). Let d > 0 and p > 0 be given. By Lemma 2.6(a), 
there exists E > 0 such that 
Without loss of generality, we can assume p < e; we do so, and choose 
6 = (l/2) dp2. Then for any z, f: 0 with Z(v) < 6 and Z,,(w/ll ZI 11) 3 d 
we claim that I[ e, 11 < p. Indeed, if some such e, had (( ZI (1 2 p, then 
o’ = pv/l\ z, II would have the properties 11 r~’ 11 = p < E, v’//l v’ 11 = 
v/II z, I(, and Z(v’) < Z(u), the last inequality following from the fact 
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that I increases along each ray. Then we would arrive at the contra- 
diction 
S > Z(v’) 2 &(v’) - (l/2) d II v’ II2 
= II 21’ II2 CWll v II> - U/4 d II v’ II2 
3 d II v’ II2 - (l/2) d II v’ II2 = (l/2) dp2 = 6, 
which proves the claim. Q.E.D. 
Proof of (d). If z+ --f (0, v) in V(Z), then by (b), Z(ZJJ -+ 0 and 
vi/l/ uui I/ -+ v/II u 11. Hence Z,(v,/lI oi 11) eventually exceeds 
d = UP) &II v II) 
and conclusion (c) shows that 11 vi II + 0. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.8. With the same notations and assumptions as in 
Lemma 2.7, let k be another Cl real-valued function on V which is 
quadratic at 0. Let {vi} be a sequence in q/1(0), let v E Z<r(l), and assume 
that vi converges to (0, v) in V(Z). 
Then both (k/Z)(v,) and (k’(vJ, vi)/(Z’(vi), vi) converge to k,(v). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.7(d), vi ---f 0 in V. Setting ui = vi/l/ V~ II and 
using Lemma 2.6(a), we obtain 
44 = II vi l12@&4 + 41)) 
and a similar expression for Z(vJ, where o(1) denotes a real sequence 
converging to 0 as i --t co. Since ui -+ u = v/l/ a 11 by Lemma 2.7(b), 
and since Z,(U) # 0, it follows that 
Wdlb~i) = (k&i) + W/M4 + 41)) 
converges to k,,(u)/Z,Ju), i.e., to k,,(v), as i---t co. The proof for 
(k’(v,), v,)/(Z’(v,), vt) is th e same, except that Lemma 2.6(b) intervenes 
instead of Lemma 2.6(a). Q.E.D. 
With these constructions, and with the assumptions of Theorem 2.4 
appropriately sharpened, we can now describe the limiting behaviour 
of (g/h),, and of K n h-l(r) in that theorem, as Y --+ 0. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let V be a Hilbert space, S its unit sphere, and 
s: V\(O) + S the map v I-+ v/II v II. Letg and h be Cl real-valuedfunctions 
on V, both quadratic at 0, and assume: 
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(1) g’ is bounded and proper on each closed bounded subset of V, and 
h’ is compact; 
(2) h is radial on V\(O), h, is positive on V\(O), and for each u E S, 
h(pu)+ CO asp-+ CO; and 
(3) There exist constants y > 0, cl > 0, and p1 > 0, and a continuous 
strictly increasing function c: [0, 00) -+ [0, Co) satisfying c(0) = 0, 
c(p) >, clp2 for p < p1 , and c(p) 4 cc as p -+ 00, such that 
for each v E V. 
l?(v) + YW 3 4 v II) 
Set K = {v E V: g’(v) = Ah’(v) for some h E R}, set 
K” = (v e V: g”(O)v = Xh”(O)v for some X E R}, 
and define X(v) = (g’(v), v)/(h’(v), v) for v f 0. With 
define 
(0) x h,l(l) c [w x v, 
K(h) = ((0) x (K” n Ail(l))) u (K n V\(O)). 
Extend the maps h, s, g/h, and X on Vj{O} to h, s, g/h, and h on V(h) by 
setting 
h(v) = 0 E R, s(v) = f4ll 7J IL (g/W) = W = go(v) 
for v = (0, v) with v E h;l(l). With t = (h, s), let V(h) be endowed 
with the Cl structure transported from [0, 00) x S by t-l. 
Then h: V(h) - [0, a) is a fibration with Jibre S, globally Cl 
trivialized by t; g/h and A are continuous from V(h) to [w; and for each 
7 E [O, co): 
(a) The restriction (g/h), of g/h to h-l(r) is bounded below, and g/h is 
(g/h)-equicontinuous with respect to t at r; and 
(b) If {vi) is a sequence in V(h) such that ri = h(vi) - Y, 
(g/h)(vJ < R for some R E Iw, and /I d((g/h),J,* 11 vi - 0 as i - co, 
then there exists a subsequence {vitj,> which converges in V(h) to a point of 
K(h). 
Proof. Since g and h are quadratic at 0, and in virtue of assump- 
tion (2), Lemmas 2.7(a) and 2.8 apply with 1 = h and k = g, yielding 
the preliminary assertions about h, s, g/h, and A. Since these maps 
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restrict to h, s, g/h, and h on V\(O), and since assumptions (1), (2), and 
(3) imply the corresponding assumptions of Theorem 2.4 with 
V(h) = V\(O), that theorem applies to yield conclusions (a) and (b) of 
the present theorem for the case r > 0, and they remain to be proved 
only for Y = 0. 
Before turning to these proofs, we shall record a consequence of 
assumption (3), namely the inequality 
gob> + YhoW a Clll 4" (2.8) 
for all ZI E V. By the quadraticity of g, and h, , it suffices to prove (2.8) 
for the case ZI = u E S. Set c, = g,,(u) + rho(u), and consider the 
sequence vui = u/i. Since 11 Us /j = l/i + 0, Lemma 2.6(b) gives 
c,/i2 = .&4 + ~44 + oUli2) 
as i-tco. By assumption (3), the right side is no smaller than 
cl/i2 + o(1 /i”) if l/i < pr . Hence c, > c1 + o(l) as i + 00, from 
which c, > c1 follows, and (2.8) with it. 
Proof of (a) for Y = 0. BY (2-Q go I&l(l), hence (g/h>o, is 
bounded below by -y. To prove that g/h is (g/h)-equicontinuous 
with respect to t at 0, it suffices to fix an arbitrary R > 0 and to find a 
neighbourhood N = [0, S,] of 0 in [0, co) such that the family 
{(g/h),: u E S,,,> is equicontinuous at 0, where S,,, is the set of all 
u E S such that 
k/Wt&‘) G R for some r’s N. (2.9) 
Given R > 0, set 
d = 4% + Y). (2.10) 
By Lemma 2.6(a), find p > 0 such that 
I &4 - hoWI < dll ZJ /I2 if II v II < P, (2.11) 
and assume without loss of generality that p does not exceed the 
constant p1 in assumption (3). Since c(p) in (3) is continuous and 
increases steadily from c(0) = 0, c has a continuous inverse. Accord- 
ingly, we can find 6, > 0 such that 
//~I/ <P if 411~~ II> < CR + Y) 6, - (2.12) 
With this 6, and with N = [0, S,], we claim that each u E S,,, , 
i.e., each u satisfying (2.9), also satisfies h,(u) >, d. 
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Indeed, if (2.9) holds with Y’ > 0, put z, = t-l(r’, u), so that 
h(v) = r’ and (g/h),(r’) = g(v)/r’. Then (2.9) and assumption (3) 
give 
4 v II> G g(4 + 949 G CR + YP’. 
Hence 11 v 11 < p by (2.12), and (2.11) gives 
(2.13) 
h,(v) >, r’ - d jj o /j2. (2.14) 
But 11 z, 11 < p < p1 also implies c1 11 ZI /I2 < ~(11 v II), by (3), and 
combining this with (2.13), we obtain c1 [I v II2 < (R + y)r’. The last 
inequality and the Definition (2.10) of d imply Y’ >, 2d 11 v j12, and 
this combined with (2.14) gives h,(v) > d Ij v [j2. Since u = v/II v 11, we 
have proved the claim h,(u) > d, in case Y’ in (2.9) is positive. On 
the other hand, for Y’ = 0, v E &l(l), and u = v/II v 11, we have 
Hence if (2.9) h o Id s with r’ = 0, u satisfies g,(u)/&(u) < R. Inserting 
this in (2.8), we obtain 
so that h,(u) > 2d > d, and the claim is proved. 
The family {(g/h) u: u E S,,,} can now be seen to be equicontinuous 
at 0. Given E > 0, set 
4 = (l/2) mW, idyll g”(O)ll + II WWH. 
By Lemma 2.6(a), find p > 0 so that (2.11) holds with dl in place of 
d, and so that the same inequality also holds with g and g, in place of h 
and h, . By Lemma 2.7(c), find 6 > 0 so that 11 v II < p if 0 < h(v) < 6 
and h&v//I v II) > d. A si e d f rom constants which depend ultimately 
on the given R, this 6 depends only upon E. Suppose u E S,., , and 
let 0 < r < 6. Then v = t-l(r, u) satisfies 0 < h(v) < 6 and, by the 
claim proved in the previous paragraph, h,,(v/ll v 11) = h,(u) 2 d. 
Hence 11 v II < p, and the modified estimates of the form (2.11) give 
gw = I/ v l12~80(4 + 0, w = II fJ l12v%(4 + 4, 
where I 5 I, 1 7 1 < dl < (1/2)d. Using h,(u) > d, we find 
IklhM) - k/h)uWl = I dW@) - d4lM4l 
= Im3W + w%(4 + 77)) - L!Mw4M)l 
G w-2 4(11 g”(O)/1 + II w3/1), 
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and the last number is less than E by the choice of di . Since this 
estimate holds for any u E S,,, provided 0 < Y < 6 = 8(e), the 
desired equicontinuity is proved. Q.E.D. 
Proof of (b) for Y = 0. Suppose {vi} is a given sequence with 
r2 = h(vJ - 0, (g/h)(vJ < R and II d((glh),Jvi Ilvi -+ 0 as i - ~0. 
First we shall consider the case in which all ri > 0, so that all 
vi = zli E 1;/‘\(O). Let d > 0 be defined by (2.10), 6, > 0 by (2.12), 
and u E S,,, by (2.9), with N = [0, S,]. Then the present hypotheses 
ri --t 0 and (g/h)(v,) < R imply that for sufficiently large i, ui = 
v/II vi II E &*A! and hence, as before, h,(u,) > d. Hence zli + 0 by 
Lemma 2.7(c). It follows, by Lemma 2.6(b) with I = h, that for 
z, = vi , u = ui , and i large, 
II h’(Q)11 II n II II @VW + 4 21 Ml II 21 II
IWW v>l = IWYW + 41 v II>, +I 
< II h”(O) + o(l>ll 
h&4 + 41) 
< 4 II h”(O)ll. 
d 
(2.15) 
It follows in a similar way from Lemma 2.6(b), with I = g and I = h in 
turn, that / A( remains bounded as i -+ CO, and from Lemma 2.6(a) 
with 1 = h that ri/jI oi II2 = h(vJ/ll zli II2 is bounded, and a fortiori 
that yi/ll q II < 1, as i --f co. Putting v = vi into inequality (2.7) in 
the proof of Theorem 2.4(b), and using (2.15) and the present hypoth- 
esis II 4klhLi), Ilui - 0, we see that the right side of (2.7) converges 
to 0 even after ;‘t has been divided by ri . Hence so does the left side, 
i.e., 
r;*11 g’(q) - X(vJ h’(vJll y* -+ 0. 
Since ri/ll oi /I < 1 eventually, as was seen above, we can multiply 
this relation by ri/iI vui /) and apply Lemma 2.6(b) with I = g and 
1 = h in turn, to obtain 
/j g”(O)u, - h(q) h”(O)u, + o(1) - X(q) o(l)11 + 0. 
Since I X(vJ is bounded, it follows that 
[/ g”(O)u; - h(q) h”(O)u, II + 0, as i-+co. (2.16) 
It will suffice to show that {ui} contains a subsequence converging to 
some u E S. Indeed, since ri - 0, the corresponding subsequence of 
{vi} would then converge in V(h) to (0, v) = tF(0, u), and since h 
is continuous, relation (2.16) in the limit would give g”(O)u = 
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i.e., v = Ij v 11 u E K” n h;r(l), and (0, ZJ) E K(h) as 
To find a convergent subsequence of {u,>, note first that the com- 
pactness of h’, assumed in (l), makes h”(O) a compact linear operator 
[15, Theor. 4.7, p. 511. Hence there is a subsequence, again denoted by 
(ui>, such that h”(O)z+ converges in V*; and by the boundedness of 
1 h(vJl, we can assume that h(vJ also converges. Just as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.4(b), it then follows from (2.16) that {g”(O)u,) is a Cauchy 
sequence. But inequality (2.8) in the proof of (a) above implies that 
41 ZfI II d (u2)(llg"(o)~ II + y II h"(O)w II) 
for each w E V. Putting w = U( - uj and using the linearity of g”(0) 
and h”(O), we obtain 
2% II % - % II d II g”(O)% - f(O)% II + Y II h”(O)ui - h”(O)% II9 
in which the right side converges to 0 as i, j --+ co. Thus the sub- 
sequence {z+} is Cauchy, hence convergent, as desired. This completes 
the proof of (b) in case 0 < ri -+ 0. 
If there is no subsequence of {ri} to which the preceding argument 
applies, then there must be a subsequence for which all ri = 0, and 
vi = (0, vi) with vi E &l(l). Applying Lemma 2.3(c) with I = ho , 
k = go, and r = 1, noting by Lemma 2.6(c) that go’ = g”(0) and 
ho’ = h”(O), and using the definitions (g/h),(v) = go(v) and h,(v) = 1 
for v = (0, v) E h-l(O), we obtain 
II g”W - go@> QW I/V* G [1 + W II WO)ll II TJ II”1 II Wlh)o)v Ilv . 
We place v = vi in this inequality, apply the hypothesis go(vi) = 
k/h)(vi) G R a n d inequality (2.8) to see that Ij V~ II2 < c,l(R + y), and 
apply the hypothesis I] d((g/h),),$ ]Iv( -+ 0, to deduce that 
II g”(o)% - Rob%) h”(O)% II + 0 as i-+co. (2.17) 
Since go(vi) is bounded with Ij vd 11, the argument of the preceding 
paragraph applies without essential change, to show the existence of a 
subsequence of (vi} which converges in I’ to some v E h;l(l). Passing 
to the limit in (2.17), we find as before that v E K”, i.e., 
v = (0, v) E K(h). Since convergence of vi in h,‘(l) C V is equivalent 
to convergence of vi = (0, vi) in h-l(O) C V(h), the proof is complete. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. Even if I’ in Theorem 2.9 were initially assumed to 
be only a Banach space, inequality (2.8) would still follow from the 
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quadraticity of g and h at 0 and the coerciveness assumption (3). Thus 
under the conditions of the theorem, V is in any case Hilbertable. 
We now turn to two theorems, analogous to Theorems 2.4 and 2.9, 
in which g/h will continue to be the object-function, but g instead of h 
will be the constraint-function. It is stressed that this exchange of 
roles is not accompained by any substantial changes of character: 
g’ retains its properness and h’ its compactness, and the other assump- 
tions undergo only slight changes, in the direction of more positivity 
for g and less for h. The proofs are similar in outline to the earlier 
analogues and we shall concentrate on the points which require 
alteration, 
THEOREM 2.10. Let V be a real Banach space whose norm is a Cl 
function on V\(O), S its unit sphere, and s: v\(O) + S the map 
v tt v/II v 11. Let g and h be C1 real-valued functions on V, and assume: 
(1) g’ is bounded and p YO p er on each closed bounded subset of V, and 
h’ is compact; 
(2) g and h are both radial on V(g) = {v E V: g(v) > O}; and 
(3) g(v) - m as II v II - a. 
Set K = (v E V: g’(v) = Ah’(v) for some h E rW>, and define h(v) = 
(g’(4, vXh’(v), v> for CJ E V(g). 
Then the conclusions of Theorem 2.4 hold, with the symbols g and V(g) 
in place of h and V(h), but with g/h, K, and h retained wherever they 
occur. 
Proof. Since assumptions (2) and (3) include the assumptions of 
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 with 1 = g and K = h, and since (2) implies 
further that h(v) > 0 and (h’(v), v) > 0 for v E V(g), the global Ci 
triviality of g: V(g) + (0, a) and the continuity of g/h and X on V(g) 
follow as before. 
Proof of (a). S ince g and h are positive on V(g), g/h is positive, and 
in particular bounded below, on V(g). To see that g/h is (g/h)- 
equicontinuous with respect to t = (g, s) at any given r = r, > 0, 
suppose R > 0 is given. Since (g/h),(r) = r/hU(r), it is enough to find 
a neighbourhood N of r0 such that {(l/h),: u E S,,,} is equicontinuous 
at r. , where 
S R,N = {u E S: (g/h)Jr’) < R for some r’ E N}. 
Let 0 < rl < r, < r2 and set r3 = r,/R. If N is chosen inside 
[rl , r2], then u E S,,, implies 
h,(r’) 2 r3 for some r’ E N. (2.18) 
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Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.4(a), we fix some positive 
r4 < r3 , set 
W = {V E V: h(v) > r4 and rr < g(v) < r,}, 
apply the present assumptions (3), (2), and (1) to see that X(V)-l = 
WW, Mg’( 1, > b v ZI is ounded in absolute value by some constant 
independent of u E W, and deduce from Lemma 2.3(a) with I = g and 
K = h that (l/h)‘, = &ah, = h;2h;1 is bounded in absolute value on 
W, say by M. Choosing 6 > 0 so that 6 < (YS’ - ri1)/2M and 
N = [r. - 6, To + S] c [7- r , ra], we argue exactly as before to conclude 
that the family of all (l/h), with u satisfying (2.18) admits a uniform 
Lipschitz constant M, and hence is equicontinuous at Y,, . Q.E.D. 
Proof of (b). For any r > 0, (g/h)? = r/h, and so (d((g/h),) = 
rhy2 d(h,). Applying Lemma 2.3(c) with 1 = g and 12 = h, we obtain 
for u ~g-l(r). Suppose (ni} is a sequence in V(g) such that 
yi = g(q) - y, (g/h)(q) < R f or SOme R E R and II d((glh),Joi IL+ - 0. 
The first conditions imply that rr < g(u,) < r2 and h(vi) > ~a , for 
some positive constants rr , ra , and r3 . Assumptions (l), (2), and (3) 
then imply that (g’(v), w) is bounded above 0 and that 11 ZI /I, h(v), 
lIg’(~)ll~ and I 4v)l are bounded above, uniformly over zi = zli . 
Then the right side of (2.19), and hence also the left side, converge to 
0 as i -+ a. Multiplying through by the bounded positive sequence 
{X(V,)}, we arrive once again at the relation 
si = II h) h’(%) - d(%)Ilv* - 0, 
and the rest of the proof is precisely as in the proof of Theorem 2.4(b). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. The extra provision in assumption (2) of Theorem 2.10, 
that h as well as g be radial on V(g), is needed in the proof of(b) at the 
point where (2.19) is multiplied through by X(U). The stronger 
coerciveness assumed in (3) is needed in the proofs of both (a) and (b) 
insure that the subsets of V under consideration are bounded. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let V be a Hilbert space, S its unit sphere, and 
s: V\(O) -+ S the map v F+ v/l] v II. Let g and h be C1 real-valued 
functions on V, both quadratic at 0, and assume: 
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(1) g’ is bounded and p ro p er on each closed bounded subset of V, and h’ 
is compact; 
(2) g and h are both radial on v\(O), and g, and h, are both positive on 
U(O); and 
(3) There exist constants cl > 0 and p1 > 0, and a continuous 
strictly increasing function c: [0, co) + [0, co), satisfying c(0) = 0, 
C(P) 2 clf2 for P G p1 Y and c(p) -+ GO as p + co, such that g(v) > 
~(11 v 11) for each v E V. 
Set K = {v E V: g’(v) = Ah’(v) for some h E R>, set 
K” = {v E Y: g”(O)v = hh”(O)v for some h E R}, 
and define X(v) = {g’(v), v)/(h’(v), v) for v # 0. With 
define 
(0) x g,l(l) c R x v, 
V(g) = (@I x g,VN ” (~\W 
K(g) = (03 x (K” n &?(lN) u (K n v\W). 
Extend the maps g, s, g/h, and h on V/(0} to g, s, g/h, and h on V(g) by 
setting 
g(v) = 0 E R, SW = v/II v IL k/h)(v) = W = l/ho(v) 
for v = (0, v) with v E g;l(l). With t = (g, s), let V(g) be endowed 
with the I? structure transported from [0, co) x S by t-l. 
Then the conclusions of Theorem 2.9 hold, with the symbols g, V(g), 
and K(g) in place of h, V(h), and K(h), but with g/h and h retained 
wherever they occur. 
Proof. The present assumptions allow the application of Lemmas 
2.7(a) and 2.8 with I = g and k = h, to establish the Cl global 
triviality of g: V(g) -+ [0, co) and the continuity of g/h and A. More- 
over, Theorem 2.10 applies with V(g) = V\{O) to establish conclusions 
(a) and (b) of the present theorem for the case r > 0. 
Proof of (a) for r = 0. Since the proof of the corresponding 
assertion in Theorem 2.9 proceeded from assumption (3), and since 
the present assumption (3) is the earlier one with y = 0, we can 
retrace the earlier proof word-for-word with y = 0, through the 
choice of N = [0, S,] and the verification that h,,(u) > d if u E S,,, . 
Continuing in the same way, given E > 0, we choose dl > 0 and p > 0 
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as before; but now we choose 6 > 0, by a direct appeal to the present 
assumption (3), so that 1121 I/ < p ifg(v) < 6. If u E S,,, and 0 < Y < 6, 
then 21 = t-l(r, a) satisfies Y = g(a) < 6 and hence (( v 11 < p. The 
rest of the proof that (g/h),(r) is within E of (g/h),(O) is precisely as 
before; and the equicontinuity of {(g/h),: u E S,,,> at 0 is proved. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of (b) for Y = 0. Given a sequence {vz) in V(g) with 
ri = g(v,) - 0, (g/h)@,) < R, and II d((g/h),J,i llvi - 0, we shall first 
consider the case in which all ri > 0, so that vi = vi E V\(O). By 
assumption (3), ri = g(u,) -+ 0 implies that vi -+ 0, and in fact that 
Cl II ni /I2 < yi f or large enough i. This inequality and Lemma 2.6(a) 
with 1 = h yield 
r;lh(wJ” < 2c;l /I h”(O)11 I/ w /I2 (2.20) 
for large i. Under the present assumption (3), inequality (2.8) in the 
proof of Theorem 2.9 holds with y = 0, so that g,,(u) > c1 for all 
u E S. Using Lemma 2.6(b) with 1 = g and estimating as in (2.15), we 
find that 
II g’(%)ll II7% Il/l<d(%)9 %>I -c G1 II f@N (2.21) 
Inserting v = vi into inequality (2.19) in the proof of Theorem 2. IO(b), 
noting (2.20) and (2.21), and using the hypothesis 11 d((h/g),),, 112’i - 0, 
we see that the right side of (2.19) is of the order o(l\ vi I]“). Hence so is 
the left side, and we obtain in particular 
II vi 11-l IIh’h) - GWg’(4ll -+ 0 (2.22) 
as i -+ 00. But as we observed in the proof of (a) above, the hypothesis 
(g/h)(q) < R and the fact th a vi - 0 imply that h,(uJ >, d = c,/2R t 
for large i. Using Lemma 2.6(b) with 1 = g and 1 = h in turn, we 
find that 
I W)l = k’(%h %>/<hh %>I d 4d-1 II g”(O)/1 
for large i. Hence we can multiply (2.22) by X(vJ, and argue as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.9 to arrive at relation (2.16) there. Word-for-word 
as before, we now find a subsequence of the ui = vi/j/ vi (1 which 
converges to some u E S; and this time (2.16) in the limit gives 
g”(O)u = (l/h,)(v) h”(0) uwithv = IjvI/u~g;r(l),sothat(O,v)~K(g) 
as desired. 
If there is no subsequence with 0 < Y$ -+ 0, then as before there 
must be a subsequence for which all ri = 0, and vi = (0, ui) with 
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u’i E g&l( 1). Applying Lemma 2.3(c) with I = g, , k = h, , Y = 1, and 
using g,’ = g”(O), h,’ = h”(O), (g/h),(v) = l/h,(u) and go(n) = 1 for 
v = (0, V) E g-r(O), we obtain 
II h”(W - ho(4 g”(O)~ II V* G [l + WY II d’(O)ll Ii TJ II”1 *ki4-2 II 4(glWv 11”. 
We place v = zti in this inequality, note that 11 n$ /I2 < cc1 forg,(vi) = 1, 
apply the hypothesis l/h,(v,)=(g/h),(v,) < R to see that h,,(v$a < R2, 
and apply the hypothesis jl d((g/h),),; lIyi -+ 0, to deduce that 
11 h”(O)w, - h,(Wi) g”(O)w, (Iv* + 0 
as i --+ 00. Multiplying the last relation by the bounded positive 
sequence h(vi)-l, we obtain 
Ii h,(w,)-%“(O)w, - g”(O)w, /I y* ---f 0. (2.23) 
The argument from (2.16) in the proof of Theorem 2.9, establishing 
the existence of a convergent subsequence of the ui there, applies to 
(2.23) without essential change, to give a subsequence of the present vui 
which converges in V to some v E g,r( 1). Passing to the limit in (2.23) 
we find v E K”, i.e., v = (0, v) E K(g) as desired. Q.E.D. 
3. LUSTERNIK-SCHNIRELMAN PROBLEMS FIBRED BY K(Z,, 1) 
If the functions g and h in Section 2 are invariant under a suitable 
group n z 2, of isometries of V, they define functions on the quotient 
V/T. Hence we obtain fibrations whose fibre is F = S/x, which is an 
Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Z, , 1). In this space there lie a sequence 
of distinct families & of subsets, of the sort considered in Section 1. 
Combining Theorem 1.2 with the theorems of Section 2, we obtain 
topological information about the set K of eigenvectors of the pair 
(g’, h’), and at the same time, thanks to an existence theorem of 
Browder [6], we see that K is well-populated. 
The families Fk are defined through the notion of Lusternik- 
Schnirelman category. We recall that if X is a nonempty subset of a 
topological space F, the category of X in F, denoted by cat(X, F), is 
defined to be the smallest integer K for which there exist K closed 
subsets of F, each of which is contractible over F and whose union 
contains X; and cat(X, F) is defined to be infinite if no such K exists. 
The empty set has category 0 in any space F. Elementary properties of 
cat(X, F) are listed, e.g., in [6, Lemma 2.1, p. 9; 11, pp. 128-130; 
12, pp. 191-1921. 
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We recall also that a group rr acting on a set A is said to act freely on A 
provided that the only element of r with a fixed point in A is the 
identity. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let V be a real Banach space, S its unit sphere, and 
s: V\(O) -+ S the map v t-+ v/j v /I. Let 7~ be a group of linear isometries 
of V, having prime order p > 2 and acting freely on q(O). Let E,, be the 
quotient of Vj{O} by the action of rr, q: Ir\{O) --t E,, the quotient map 
taking each v # 0 to its n-orbit, and F = q(S). 
Then: 
(a) With d denoting the degree of smoothness of the norm as a function 
away from 0 E V, S is a closed Cd submamfold of V, s is a Cd map, E0 
carries a unique Cd structure making q a Cd map and F a closed Cd 
submanifold, and there exists a unique Cd map a: E, ---f F such that 
u 0 q = q 0 s on V\(O); and 
(b) If dim V = co, then for each positive integer k the family of 
subsets 
Sk = {X CR cat(X, F) > k} 
is invariant under every homeomorphism of F onto itself, and contains at 
least one compact element. 
Proof of (a). The first assertion follows by the same argument as in 
Lemma 2.2, with all maps and manifolds being Cd instead of Cr. The 
Cd structure on E0 , and its properties, come immediately from the 
fact that q is a covering map. The existence of (T follows from the fact 
that n consists of isometries, and hence acts on S. Q.E.D. 
Proof of (b). The h omeomorphism-invariance of %k is clear. 
Any singleton X is compact and has cat (X, F) = 1, so we need 
consider the existence assertion in (b) only for k > 2. 
Since q is a covering map, the fundamental group r,(F) is isomorphic 
to rr gg z, . By a theorem of Dugundji, S is contractible, and so the 
higher homotopy groups of F vanish and F is an Eilenberg-MacLane 
space K(Z, , 1). A ccording to [l, Cor. 5.3, p. 681, there is a 
cohomology class cr E H1(F; 2,) such that c = /3cr E H2(F; 2,) generates 
a polynomial algebra Z,[c] in H*(F; Z,), where p is the Bockstein 
homomorphism associated to the exact sequence of coefficient rings 
Given an integer k > 2, set Yk = S2k-1/ZP , where S2k-r is considered 
as a subset of Ck and Z, acts on each coordinate as a subgroup of the 
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circle group. Then 7r1(Yk) s Zp; and by [13, Theor. 8.1.11, p. 4281, 
there is a continuous map f : Yk + K(Z, , 1) = F which induces an 
isomorphism f#: rl( Yk) -+ r,(F). Then the induced homomorphism 
f * from Hl(F; 2,) g Hom(n,(F), 2,) into 
ffl(Yk; 4,) s Hom(4’k), 4J 
is also an isomorphism. Hence f *cr is a fundamental class in 
H’( Yk; Z,), and 
f*(C) = f*@l) = B(f*cl) E fJ”(Y,; q?J 
generates, as above, a truncated polynomial algebra .Z,[f *(c)]/f *(c”) 
in H*( Yk; 2,). In particular, the (k - 1)st cup-powerf *(~)~--l does not 
vanish. 
Let X = X, denote the compact subset f ( Yk) of F, and suppose 
cat(X, F) < k. Then there exist closed subsets FI ,..., F,-, of F whose 
union contains X and each of which is contractible over F. By inter- 
secting the Fi with X if necessary, we can assume that the Fi are 
compact. Since F is an absolute neighbourhood retract [lo, Cor. to 
Theor. 5, p. 31, it follows as in the proof of [I 1, Theor. 6.3, p. 1291 
that for each i, the contraction of Fi can be extended to an open 
neighborhood Ui of Fi in F. Then Vi = f-l( Ui) is open in Yk for 
i = I,..., R - 1, their union is Y,< , and f restricted to each Vi is 
null-homotopic. It follows by [4, Prop. 1.10, p. 261 that f *(c)k-1 = 0 
in W2k-2( Yx.; 2,). This contradiction shows that cat(X, F) > k. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let V be an injinite-dimensional real Banach space 
whose norm is a C2- function on q(O). Let g and h be 0 real-valued 
functions on V, and assume: 
(1) g’ is bounded andp ro p er on each closed bounded subset of V, and h’ 
is compact ;
(2) h is radial on V(h) = (v E V: h(v) > 0}, and for each unit 
vectoruEV,h(pu)+aasp-+a; 
(3) There exist a constant y 3 0, and afunction c: [0, a) + [-y, 00) 
satisfying c(p) -+ CO as p -+ 00, such that g(v) + rh(v) > ~(11 v 11) for 
each v E V; and 
(4) There exists a group 7~ of linear isometries of V, having prime 
order a-2 and acting freely on V\(O), such that each of g and h is constant 
on the r-orbit of each v E V(h). 
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Set K = (v E V: g’(v) = Ah’(v) for some h E RI, and define h(v) = 
b?(V)> vXh’(v), v> f or v E V(h). Let q denote the quotient map taking 
each v # 0 to its r-orbit. 
Then, for each positive integer k: 
(a) mk is continuous from (0, a) to 52, where for each Y E (0, CD), 
Y,(Y) = (WC h-l(r): cat(qW, qh-l(r)) > k}; 
(b) For each Y E (0, oo), the set 
K,(Y) = {TJ E K n h-l(r): (g/h)(o) = m,(r)} 
is not empty; and in fact, if mi(r) = mk(r) for N distinct values of j, then 
and 
cat(q&(r), qk-l(r)) > N and dim&(r) > iV - 1; 
(c) For each r E (0, co), if {vi} and {vi} are sequences uch that Ye --+ r 
and vi E Kk(ri), then there exist a subsequence {vicj)) and a point v E I&(r) 
such that vicl) -+ v in V(h) and X(V~G)) -+ h(v) asj --+ co. 
Proof. The assumptions include those of Theorem 2.4 and so, 
in particular, h: V(h) -+ (0, 03) is CL globally trivialized by t = (h, s), 
where s: V\(O) -+ S is the map v ---f v/II v 11. We set 
E = q(W)), B = (0, co>, F = qS, D = q(K n W)), 
and note that E is an open C2- submanifold of the manifold E,, in 
Lemma 3.1 with d = 2-. By the invariance assumption (4), h and 
g/h restricted to V(h) factor through q, i.e., there exist Cl functions 
p: E+B andf: E -+Rsuchthath=poqandg/h=foqonV(h). 
Moreover, since q 0 s = u 0 q in Lemma 3.1(a), the map T = (p, a): 
E - B x F is a Cl isomorphism. Altogether we have a commutative 
diagram of C2- manifolds and continuous maps: 
V(h) 
t=(h.d , B x S 
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in which s and u are C2- maps, t and T are Cl isomorphisms, and the 
fibres V, = h-l(r), E, = f-‘(r) and restrictions (g/h), and f,. are of 
class Cl, for each r E B. 
In particular, p: E -+ B is C1 globally trivialized by T, and for r E B 
and u E S we have 
f 0 T-l@, qu) = (g/h) 0 t-p, u) 
Hence, for each x E F and each u E S satisfying qu = x, the functions 
f, = f 0 T-‘(e, x) and (g/h), = (g/h) 0 t-l(-, U) on B are equal. We also 
note thatf,. 0 q = (g/h), for each r E B. It follows that, for each Y E B, 
f,, is bounded below and f is f-equicontinuous with respect to T at r. 
Indeed, the first statement is clear from Theorem 2.4(a). To see the 
second, we fix R E R and use Theorem 2.4(a) to find a neighbourhood 
N of r such that {(g/h) U: u E A’,,,> is equicontinuous at Y, where 
S R,N = (u E S: (g/h)u(t-‘) < R for some r’ E N}. 
Then, because of the equality f, = (g/h)U for x = q(u), the image 
d&N) is 
F R,N = {x EF: fz(r’) < R for some Y’ EN}. 
Hence the family {f,: x EF~,~) is equal to {(g/h),: u E S,,,}, and is 
accordingly equicontinuous at r, as desired. Theorem 2.4(b) in turn 
asserts that the set K n (g/h)-l(I) n h-l(C) is compact whenever 
I C R and C C B are compact. Hence so is its image by q, namely 
D n f -l(I) n p-l(C). 
Thus the assumptions (1) and (2) of Theorem 1.2 are satisfied 
with the present choice of E, B, F, p, f, and D, and we can apply 
Theorem 1.2 with 9 taken to be any of the families & in 
Lemma 3.1(b). S ince Y C E, belongs to 9$(y) by definition if and 
only if Y = qW for some WE 9,(r) as defined in conclusion (a) of 
the present theorem, we have mFk(r) = m,(r) and Dpk(r) = q&(r) 
for each r E B. Hence conclusions (a) and (b) of Theorem 1.2 imply 
conclusions (a) and (c) of the present theorem. 
To obtain the remaining conclusion (b), we shall apply [6, Theor. 7, 
p. 331. Fix Y E B, and recall that the fibre V, = h-i(r) carries a 
standard Finsler structure whose induced metric is complete and 
consistent with the topology induced from V. It follows from 
Theorem 2.4(b), as in the Remark after that theorem, that (g/h), 
satisfies Condition (C) with respect to this Finsler structure. Then 
[6, Prop. 6.5, p. 381 asserts, first, that the quotient fibre E,. = q( V,.) is 
complete in the metric induced from the Finsler structure defined by 
SSO/IS/3-3 
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and, second, that the Cl function fr satisfies condition (C) with respect 
to this structure. The cited proposition applies in the present instance, 
since any element + E 7~ satisfies 
Although E, is only of class Cl, it is Cl isomorphic by (T to the C2- 
manifold F. Since fr is bounded below, we have verified all the hypoth- 
eses of Theorem 7 of [6]. Since the critical locus off, is D n E, = 
q(K n I’,), conclusions (b) and (c) of that theorem imply conclusion (b) 
of the present one. Q.E.D. 
In Theorem 3.2(a), the families Yk(r) are not of the sort considered 
in Section 1: they are invariant, not under every homeomorphism 
of the fibre h-l(r), but in general under only those homeomorphisms 
which are lifts of homeomorphisms of &l(r), i.e., which commute 
with the action of n. 
In Theorem 3.2(b), dim denotes covering dimension. It follows from 
this conclusion that for each Y > 0, the set K n h-l(r) is infinite: 
for either infinitely many of the subsets &(r), k = 1, 2,..., are 
distinct, or some of them have positive dimension and hence are 
infinite. Of course both possibilities might occur for the same Y. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let V be a real Banach space and n a group of linear 
isometrics of V as in Lemma 3.1. Let 1 be a C1 real-valued function on V 
which is quadratic at 0, and assume further: 
(1) 1 is radial on V\(O), I,, is positive on q(O), and for each unit vector 
UEV, l(pu)+co asp+ 00; and 
(2) 1 is constant on each r-orbit. 
Then: 
(a) 1, is constant on each r-orbit; and 
(b) With s: V(1) --t S as in Lemma 2.7, with the action of w extended 
to V(Z) in the natural way by its action on Z;‘(l), and with q: V(Z) -+ E 
denoting the extended quotient map, the assertions of Lemma 3.1(b) hold 
with the symbols V(Z), E, s, and q in place of v\(O), E, , s, and q, 
respectively. 
Proof of (a). For a given 4 E n, consider d(v) = Z,(r$v) - l,(v). By 
Lemma 2.6(a) and the assumed invariance of I, we obtain 
44 = w9 + o(ll@ II”) - w - o(ll 93 II”) = o(II v II”> 
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since q5 is an isometry. On the other hand, since + is linear and I,, 
is homogeneous of degree 2, d is also homogeneous of degree 2, so 
that 
44 = II u /I2 44, where u = v//i z, 11. 
Fixing u E S and letting 11 ZI 11 -+ 0, we deduce that d(u) = 0, for each 
u E S. Hence d vanishes identically. Q.E.D. 
The proof of part (b) is clear and will be omitted. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let V be an infinite-dimensional real Hilbert space. 
Let g and h be C1 real-valued functions on V, both quadratic at 0, and 
assume : 
( 1) g’ is bounded and p ro p er on each closed bounded subset of V, and h’ 
is compact ;
(2) h is radial on V\(O), h, is positive on V\(O), and for each unit 
vector UEV, h(pu)+ co asp+ co; 
(3) There exist constants y 3 0, cl > 0, and p1 > 0, and a continuous 
strictly increasing function c: [0, co) + [0, co), satisfying c(0) = 0, 
C(P) a w “for P G Pl 9 and c(p) -+ co as p -+ 00, such that 
for each v E V; and 
(4) There exists a group rr of linear isometries of V, having prime 
order > 2 and acting freely on V\(O), such that each of g and h is constant 
on each T-orbit. 
De@ V(h), K(h), h, g/h and A as in Theorem 2.9, and let g be as in 
Lemma 3.3(b) with 1 = h. 
Then, for each positive integer k: 
(a) mk is continuous from [0, co) to R, where for each r E [0, co), 
My> = inf SUP (g/h>(V), 
WEY*(T) VEW 
Yj(r) = {W C h-l(r): cat(qW, qh-l(r)) > k) 
(b) For each r E [0, co), the set 
Kk(r) = {v E K(h) n h-l(r): (g/h)(v) = F.Q(Y)] 
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is not empty; and in fact, if mi(r) = mk(r) for N distinct values of j, then 
cat(q&(r), d+(r)) t N and dimKk(r) > N- 1; 
and 
(c) For each r E [0, co), ;f {ri) and {vi} are sequences uch that ri --+ r 
and vi E Kk(ri), then there exist a subsequence {v~Q,} and a point v E Kk(r) 
such that vici) -+ v in V(h) and A(v~(~)) -+ A(v) as j --+ co. 
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 3.2. Making the choices 
E = qWW B = [O, a), F = qS, D = q(W)), 
and arguing as before, this time with the help of Theorem 2.9 and 
Lemma 3.3 with I = h we arrive at a diagram: 
t=(ll.s) l BxS 
E s-(m) l BxF 
enjoying the same properties as the previous one. With the indicated 
changes in notation, and with appeals to Theorem 2.9 instead of 
Theorem 2.4, the rest of the proof is word-for-word as for 
Theorem 3.2. Q.E.D. 
Remark. In Theorem 3.4, conclusion (c) includes the following 
assertion. For each k > 1, if rf -+ 0 and ai E Kk(ri), then there is a 
subsequence {vuitj)) and an eigenvector v E KO such that witi) -+ 0, 
vio,/ll witi) 11 --+ v/11 v 11 and A(v~(~)) --+ ho = go(v) as j + co. This follows 
from the definition of convergence in V (h) and the continuity of A. 
Thus the eigenvalue ho for any such eigenvector v of the linearized 
problem is a bifurcation point of the nonlinear eigenvalue problem, 
and the bifurcating branch moves off tangentially to the line 
through v. In view of the existence assertion in Theorem 3.4(b), an 
eigenvalue of the linear problem is certain to appear in this role if it 
occures in the sequence of minimax values {mk(0): k = 1,2,...}. But 
because of the skipping of dimensions by the sets X, in the proof of 
Lemma 3.1(b), t i is not in general clear which ones of the linear 
eigenvalues occur in this sequence. 
We can resolve this question, and can also say something about the 
behaviour of solutions as k -+ co for fixed r > 0, in case g and h 
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satisfy some further restrictions and 7~ is generated by the antipodal 
map. We shall need the following adaptation of [15, Lemma 14.2, 
p. 1221. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let V be a separable real Hilbert space, I the identity on 
V, 7r the group {I, -I}, and s, S, q, and F as in Lemma 3.1. Let h be a 
weakly continuous real-valued function on V (i.e., h takes weakly 
convergent sequences to convergent sequences) such that h(0) = 0. Let 
Y > 0 and p > 0 be given numbers, and set 
W(Y, p; h) = {v E y: h(v) > Y and /I v jl < p}. 
Then there exists a positive integer k(r, p; h) such that 
cat(qsWJ) < W, P; h) 
for any rr-invariant closed subset WC W(Y, p; h) on which s restricts 
to a homeomorphism W -+ s W. 
Proof. Since h is weakly continuous, there exist [15, Theor. 7.1, 
p. 651 an integer k = k(r, p; h) and an orthogonal projection P onto a 
subspace Vk of dimension k, such that 
1 h(w) - h(Pw)l < r/2 if II w II 9 P. 
Hence, for w E W(r, p; h), 
h(Pw)> h(w) - r/2 3 r/2. 
But since h is continuous and h(0) = 0, there exists S > 0 such that 
II v II 2 6 if I h(v)1 > r/2 and so in particular, 11 Pw 11 3 6 for 
w E W(r, p; h). Set Q = I - P. For each w E W(r, p; h) and each 5 
with 0 < 5 < 1, we have 
IIU - E)w + @WI2 = II Pw + (1 - OQw II” 
>, II Pw /I2 + (1 - 4)” II SW II2 2 a2. (3.1) 
Let W be a closed subset of W(r, p; h) such that W is n-invariant, 
I.e., -v E W if v E W, and such that s / W is a homeomorphism: 
W-t U = SW. Then U is also n-invariant, since s commutes with r. 
Denoting by s-l the inverse homeomorphism of U onto W, we 
define a map H: U x [0, l] + S by 
H(u, 4) = s((1 - 6) s-124 + [Ps-‘24). 
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Then His continuous, because of (3.1), and H(--u, 5) = -H(u, 5) for 
each (u, 5) E U x [0, 11. M oreover, H(u, 0) = u and H(u, 1) E S n Vk 
for each u E U. Thus H is a deformation of U = SW over S into 
S n Vk. For each x E X = qsW and each 5 E [0, 11, we define 
where u E U has qu = x. Since H(--u, .$) = -H(u, f), D(x, 6) is 
independent of the choice of u E q-‘(x), and D: X x [0, 1] --+F is 
well-defined. For each x,, E X, since q is a covering map, there is an 
open neighbourhood N of x0 in F on which there is a continuous local 
section qil of q. Thus on N x [0, 11, D restricts to the continuous map 
(x, 0 F+ qHh;;l(4, 5); and since the neighbourhoods N = N(x,) 
cover X, D is continuous. Thus D is a deformation of X = psW over 
F into a subset ofFk = q(S n Vk). It follows from [I 1, Theors. 6.2(l), 
(3), and 6.4, p. 1291 that 
cat(X, F) < cat(F”, F) < dim Fk + 1, 
and the last number is K = k(r, p; h). Q.E.D. 
Remark. Of course cat(Fk, F) is precisely k. This is well-known, 
and can be seen as follows. Any linear embedding of Sk-i C W onto 
S n Vk commutes with the action of rr E 2, , and the induced map f 
from Pk-l = Sk-1/ n onto Fk C F is of the type considered in the proof 
of Lemma 3.1(b), i.e., induces an isomorphism from H1(F; 2,) to 
H1(Fk; 2,). But in this case, i.e., characteristic 2, the fundamental 
class ci E H’(F; 2,) itself has nonvanishing (k - 1)st cup power 
[14, Theor. 5.2, p. 681, hence so doesf*(c,). Then the same argument 
as before shows that cat(Fk, F) > k. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let V be a separable injinite-dimensional real 
Hilbert space. Let g and h be real-valued functions on V of the form 
&4 = w9&4 v> +gm, w.4 = (1/2)<~7A v> + hl(4 
and assume: 
(1) L and M are symmetric bounded linear maps of V into V* with 
M compact and <Mv, v) > 0 for v # 0; and there exist constants 
y > 0, c1 > 0 such that 
c-h a> + Y<M% fJ> t 26 II ?J II2 
for each v E V; and 
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(2) g, and h, are even functions on V, having completely continuous 
derivatives such that gl’(v) and h,‘(v) are o(il v 11) as jj v j] + 0, and 
(g,‘(v), v) > 0 and (h,‘(v), v) > Ofor each v E V. 
Then, with I denoting the identity on V and with rr = (I, -I>, 
conclusions (a), (b), (c) of Theorem 3.4 hold, and moreover: 
(d) For each Y > 0, mk(r) -+ 00 as k --f to, and for any sequence 
“x: E Kc(r), 11 “k 11 + co ask+ co; and 
(e) The sequence (m,(O): k = 1, 2,...) consists of all the eigenvalues h 
of the linear problem Lv = XMv, each one repeated with its multiplicity. 
Proof of (a), (b), (c). It is clear from the assumptions that g and h 
are even functions which vanish at 0, that g’ = L + g,’ and 
h’ = M + h,’ exist and are continuous, and that g”(0) = L and 
h”(0) = M exist as FrCchet derivatives and are symmetric. Thus g 
and h are Cl, quadratic at 0, and n-invariant, and it remains to verify 
the further assumptions (l), (2), and (3) of Theorem 3.4. 
By the complete continuity of g,’ in the present assumption (2), g’ 
is bounded on bounded sets; and similary h’ is compact, in view of the 
compactness of M assumed in (1) and the complete continuity of h,‘. 
To see that g’ is proper on closed bounded subsets, it suffices to con- 
sider a sequence {vi> such that 11 vi // < p and (g’(vi)} converges in V*, 
and to extract a subsequence of {vi} which converges in V. Using the 
compactness of g,’ and of M, and passing to a subsequence, we can 
assume that g,‘(v,) and Mv,i both converge in V*. Then Lvi = 
g’(vi) - g,‘(vi) and M vo, are convergent, and hence so is (L + yM)vi . 
Substituting v = vi - V~ into the inequality of the present assumption 
(1) and estimating the larger member, we obtain 
and hence conclude that 11 vi - vi II += 0 as i, j + CO. Thus the 
subsequence vi converges, and Theorem 3.4(l) is verified. 
To obtain Theorem 3.4(2), we note first by the present (1) that 
h,(v) = (1/2)(Mv, v) > 0 for v # 0. By (2), 
and so for any given unit vector u, 
4P4 3 (l/2) PYM% u> - 03 as p-foe, 
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and also h(w) > h,(c) > 0 for e, # 0. To see that h is radial on V\(O), 
we suppose to the contrary that for some r > 0 and some p > 0, there 
exists a sequence {vi} with h(vJ > r, I[ zli Ij < p, and (h’(v,), ai) -+ 0. 
By passing to a subsequence, we can assume that vi converges weakly 
to some ZI E V. Since M is compact linear, it is completely continuous, 
and hence so is h’ = M + hr’, and we have h’(v,) -+ h’(v) strongly in 
V*. Then d = (h’(v), u> is th e 1 imit of (h’(v,), vi) and is accordingly 
0, while on the other hand d > (Mv, v) cannot vanish unless w = 0, 
by (1). Hence the weak limit v of the subsequence (vi} is 0. But the 
compactness of h’ together with the continuity of h imply that h is 
weakly continuous [15, Theor. 4.4, p. 471 ,and so h(v,) + h(v) = 0, 
contradicting the assumption that h(v,) > Y. Thus Theorem 3.4(2) 
is verified. 
To obtain Theorem 3.4(3), we combine the present positivity 
assumption (2) on g,’ and h,’ with the inequality assumed in (l), 
to get 
(dW> v> + r@‘W9 v> 2 2% II ‘u II2 (3.2) 
Substituting pn for V, dividing by p > 0, and integrating over 
0 < p < 1, we arrive at 
id4 + 744 a Clll v 112, (3.3) 
which is a strong form of the desired inequality. This completes the 
verification of the assumptions of Theorem 3.4, and so (a), (b), and 
(c) hold as claimed. Q.E.D. 
Proof of (d). F’ u-s we fix r > 0. To prove that nzk(r) + co as t 
/z -+ co, we must show that for each R > 0 there exists n such that 
rnk(r) < R implies k < n. Given R > 0, we set p2 = cyl(R + y)r, 
where y and cr are as in assumption (1). Since h is weakly continuous, 
as noted above, Lemma 3.5 applies and we choose n to be the integer 
k(r, p; h) defined there. Now suppose WZ~(T) < R. By definition of 
mk(r), there exists a set WC h-l(r) such that 
@(@K W(r)> >, A, (3.4) 
and 
&YW G R (3.5) 
for all w E W. By replacing W by q-l(cZ(qW)) and remembering that 
g and h are continuous and even, we can assume that W is closed and 
n-invariant without impairing the inequalities (3.4) and (3.5). From 
(3.3) above and (3.5), it follows that 
cl II 0 II2 < A4 + 144 G CR + r> 44 < cs2 
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for all v E IV. Hence Wis contained in the set W(r, p; h) of Lemma 3.5. 
Since W is closed and n-invariant, and since s is a homeomorphism on 
h-l(r) r) IV, Lemma 3.5 gives 
cat(qsIV, F) < k(~, p; h). 
But by Lemma 3.1(a), there is a homeomorphism u from q/z-l(r) to 
F = qS such that up = qs on h-l(r). Hence 
cat(qW, q&l(r)) = cat(oqW, oqF(r)) 
= cat(qsW,F) < k(r, p; h) = n. 
Together with (3.4), this gives k < n, as desired. 
If vk E &(Y), then by definitiong(v,)/r = mk(r), and so by what we 
just proved, g(vuk) ---f co as k -+ co. But the boundedness of g’ on 
bounded sets implies that g is bounded on bounded sets, and so 
11 vk I[ --t 03 follows. Thus (d) is proved in case Y > 0. For Y = 0, the 
same proof is valid if we apply Lemma 3.5 to h, and take n = k( 1, p; h,). 
Here, of course, [I vk 11 denotes 11 V~ IIV , where vk = (0, ok) belongs to 
Fe(O)- Q.E.D. 
Proof of (e). By the case Y = 0 of conclusion (b), each number 
m,(O), k > 1, is equal to some eigenvalue X of the linear problem, 
namely to X = g,,(v) where v = (0, v) E Kk(0). We must show that 
the nondecreasing sequence {mk(0)} does not omit any linear eigen- 
value A, and repeats it precisely n(h) times, where n(X) is the dimension 
of the linear subspace 
KAo = {v E v: Lv = XMv}. 
By the symmetry of L and M, KAo is M-orthogonal to Kf, for h # A’. 
Hence, by the positivity of M, the sum of subspaces 
has dimension d(h) = &p<A n(X) for each real A. Then by the remark 
after the proof of Lemma 3.5, the subset 
WA = VA n &l(l) M VA n S 
has cat(qW, , q&‘(l)) = d(h), and so {O] x WA E YdtA) . Since 
sup 
4O}XWA 
(g/h)(v) = SUP go(v) < A, 
viw,+ 
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it follows for each real h that m,(,)(O) < A, and hence that d(h) does not 
exceed the number of indices K for which mk(0) < A, a finite number 
by conclusion (d). Thus the eigenvalues of the linear problem can be 
arranged in a list A, < A, ... < A, < e-e, with each distinct member A 
repeated z(X) times; and then d(X,) = K and P+(O) < A, for each 
integer k 3 1. As remarked above, each m,(O) coincides with one of 
the Ai , so in particular m,(O) = A, . It follows by induction that 
m,(O) = A, for all k. Indeed, suppose that this equality holds for all 
integers < k, but fails for K + 1: 
Since mk+i(0) must be one of the Ai, we have m,+,(O) = A,. If 
n = n(h,) is the multiplicity of A, , then the induction hypothesis 
gives 
m,-,+,(O) = *** = m,(O) = rnk,,(O) = A, . 
Thus V+(O) = m,(O) f or n + 1 distinct values ofj, and conclusion (b) 
implies that the covering dimension of Kk(0) is at least n. But Kk(0) 
is homeomorphic to KiJC n S and hence to P--l, so K,(O) has covering 
dimension n - 1. This contradiction shows that m,+,(O) = hk+i , 
completing the proof of (e) and of Theorem 3.6. Q.E.D. 
Remark (1). In conclusion (d) of Theorem 3.6, for r > 0, the 
sequence X(a,) of eigenvalues corresponding to any sequence V~ E &(Y) 
also diverges to 00, under the extra hypothesis that, for each v E V, 
where c(p) > 0 satisfies c(p)/p” -+ 0 as p --f co. Indeed, multiplying 
(3.6) by h(o) + y and using (3.2), we obtain 
Gw + r> 4 ZJ ll>(l + W) 3 <g’W v> + ?4+9> v) b 26 II ZJ 112* 
Substituting v = vk , p = I[ V~ 11, and Y = h(vJ, dividing by c(p)( 1 + r), 
and using the fact from (d) that p -+ cc as k -+ co with Y fixed, we 
conclude that 
+-J~) + Y > cona f2/c(f) - 00 
by the hypothesis on c(p). The extra inequality (3.6) is satisfied, for 
instance, if hi is a finite sum of homogeneous functions. 
Remark (2). If h is convex and the inequality in assumption (1) 
holds with y = 0, then Theorem 3.6 remains true without the 
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requirement in (2) that (h,‘(v), V) > 0. Indeed, the last assumption 
was used only in verifying (2) and (3) of Theorem 3.4. But convexity of 
h implies that (h’(v), V) >, h(v) for all zi E V, which in turn, with 
the assumption h,(v) > 0 for ZI + 0, implies 3.4(2); and 3.6(l) with 
y = 0 still implies the strong form (3.3) of 3.4(3). The extension to 
3.6(d) given in Remark (I) above also remains valid with the stated 
changes in assumptions. 
In passing, we note also that the proof of Theorem 3.6(e) identifies 
the set Kk(0) on which the minimax value h, = m,(O) is achieved. 
One can then frame other “minimax principles” for X, , by choosing 
families of competing sets which are smaller than the whole family 
Yk(0). One such choice leads to the familiar characterization 
Note that “inf” and “sup” are here achieved, namely on the set 
Vk = @{IQ: h < A,>. 
Some parts of Theorem 3.6 are known in some special cases. 
AssumingL = 1,gi = 0, and h convex, Coffman [7, pp. 310,313,314] 
has proved (b) and ( e , and the case Y = 0 of (a) and (c). He in fact ) 
proves (b) for Y > 0 without the assumption that h is quadratic at 0, 
a result which follows from Theorem 3.2 above. Assuming L = I, g, 
homogeneous of degree 4, and h, = 0, Bazley et al. [l, pp. 303-3041 
have proved (a), (b), and part of (c), all for the case K = 1 only. 
We turn now to problems in which the eigenvectors are normalized 
by prescribing the value of the function g. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let V be an infinite-dimensional real Banach space 
whose norm is a C2- function on v\(O). Let g and h be C1 real-valued 
functions on V, and assume: 
(1) g’ is proper on each closed bounded subset of V, and h’ is 
compact ;
(2) g and h are both radial on V(g) = (v E V: g(v) > O}; 
(3) g(v) --t co as 11 v 11 + co; and 
(4) There exists a group r of linear isometrics of V, having prime 
order 32 and acting freely on v\(O), such that each of g and h 
is constant on the r-orbit of each v E V(g). 
Set K = {v E V: g’(v) = Ah’(v) for some X E R}, and define X(v) = 
<g'(v), vXh'(v)> v>f OY v E V(g). Let q denote the quotient map taking 
each v # 0 to its r-orbit. 
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Then, for each positive integer h, the conclusions (a), (b), and (c) of 
Theorem 3.2 hold, with the symbols g and V(g) in place of h and V(h), 
but with g/h, K, and h retained wherever they occur. 
Proof. With the indicated substitutions, and with appeals to 
Theorem 2.10 instead of Theorem 2.4, the proof of Theorem 3.2 
applies word-for-word. Q.E.D. 
The existence assertion (b) of Theorem 3.7 is essentially contained 
in [6, Theor. 8, p. 401. The reader should be warned that Browder’s 
function h is our l/h. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let V be an infkite-dimensional real Hilbert space. 
Let g and h be Cl real-valued functions on V, both quadratic at 0, and 
assume :
(1) g’ is bounded and p ro p er on each closed bounded subset of V, and 
h’ is compact; 
(2) g and h are both radial on V\(O), and g, and h, are both positive on 
‘v\m ; 
(3) There exist constants c1 > 0 and p1 > 0 and a continuous strictly 
increasing function c: [0, 00) -+ [0, co), satisfying c(0) = 0, c(p) > clp2 
for P G Pl 9 and c(p) --t co as p -+ GO, such that g(v) > ~(11 v 11) for 
each v E V; and 
(4) There exists a group rr of linear isometrics of V, having prime order 
22 and acting freely on V\(O), such that each of g and h is constant on 
each n-orbit. 
Wne V(g), K(g), g) g/h and h as in Theorem 2.11, and let q be as 
in Lemma 3.3(b) with 1 = g. 
Then, for each positive integer k, the conclusions (a), (b) and (c) of 
Theorem 3.4 hold, with the symbols g, K(g), and V(g) in place of h, 
K(h), and V(h), but with g/h and A retained wherever they occur. 
Proof. The proof of Th eorem 3.2 again applies, with the indicated 
substitutions, with appeals to Theorem 2.11 instead of Theorem 2.4, 
and with the diagram extended as in the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
Q.E.D. 
We shall conclude the present section with a companion result to 
Theorem 3.6. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let V, g, and h be as in Theorem 3.6, with the sole 
further condition that y = 0 in assumption (1)) i.e., L is positive-definite. 
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Then, with r = (I, -I}, the conclusions (a), (b), and(c) of Theorem 3.8 
hold, and moreover: 
(d) For each r > 0, mk(r) --f 00 as k -+ GO, and for any sequence 
vk E Kk(Yh ‘hk) ---t mask--+ oo;and 
(e) The sequence (mk(0): k = 1, 2,...) consists of all the eigenvalues h 
of the linear problem Lv = AMv, each one repeated with its multiplicity. 
Proof of (a), (b), (c). W e o f 11 ow the proof of Theorem 3.6, this 
time verifying the assumptions of Theorem 3.8 instead of those of 
Theorem 3.4. The first change occurs in the verification of Theorem 
3.8(2), which calls for g, as well as h, to be positive on v\(O), and for 
g as well as h to be radial on V\(O). The positivity of g, , and hence of g, 
on F’\(O) is clear from the strengthened assumption in (1) that 
(Lv, v) > 2c, I[ v (12. Th e rest of the radiality condition for g can be 
verified as follows. 
Since assumption (2) implies that gl(v) is o(Ij v 11”) as 11 v [j -+ 0, 
we can find E > 0 such that 
g(v) < (IIL II + 1) II v II2 for II v 11 < E. (3.7) 
Suppose r > 0 and p > E are given. Since g’ is bounded on bounded 
sets, there exists M = M(p) > 0 such that 11 g’(v)/1 < M for 11 v 11 < p; 
and hence, integrating along rays as usual, we find that g(v) < M // v 11 
for 11 v II < p. But then 
g(4 < ww II 0 /I2 for 6 < II 2~ II G P (3.8) 
Combining (3.7) and (3.8), we find that for 11 v II < p, g(v) < C [I v II2 
where C depends only on p. On the other hand, for all v, 
<g’(4, v> 3 <Lv, w> > Cl II 52 I?. 
Hence, if g(v) > r and II v II < p, then 
(g’(v), v) > d = c,r/C > 0, 
and the radiality of g is proved. 
Inequality (3.3) in the proof of Theorem 3.6 holds in the present 
case with y 3 0, i.e., g(v) > cr II v 1j2, and this is a strong form of the 
remaining assumption (3) of Theorem 3.8. This completes the 
verification of the assumptions of that theorem, and so its conclusions 
hold as claimed. Q.E.D. 
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Proof of (d). Following the corresponding proof in Theorem 3.6, 
we consider first a fixed Y > 0. Given R > 0, we set rr = r/R, 
P 2 = Y/Cl ) and choose n to be the integer k(r, , p; h) in 
Lemma 3.5. We claim that if m,(r) < R, then K < n. Indeed, 
from mk(r) < R and the definition of mk(r), it follows as before 
that there exists a T-invariant closed subset W C g-‘(r), such 
that cat(q?V, pg-l(r)) > K and g(v)/h(v) < R, for all v E IV. The latter 
inequality, together with g(v) = r and g(v) 3 cr 11 v 112, implies that 
h(v) > rr and Ij v /I < p for v E W, i.e., that W is contained in the set 
W(Y, , p; h) of Lemma 3.5. Since we again have IV contained in a set, 
namely g-‘(r), on which s restricts to a homeomorphism, Lemma 3.5 
implies k < n as before. Thus nzk(r) --t co as K --+ co. 
If zlk E Kk(y), then by definition r/h(vJ = fait(r), and so h(r+J -+ 0 
as K -+ co. We claim that (~‘(TJ~), ok) + 0 as k --) co. For if not, there 
would be some E > 0 and a subsequence on which (h’(v), v> > E. 
Since the norms II V~ // are all bounded by p, with p” = r/cl as in the 
preceding paragraph, there would be a further subsequence {vkli)} 
converging weakly in V, say to v. Since h is weakly continuous, 
h(v) = lim h(vkli)) = 0; and so z, = 0 since h is positive away from 0. 
Thus qci) -+ 0 weakly, so h’(vkci)) -+ 0 strongly, so (h’(vkci)), v,(,~)) -+ 0, 
a contradiction which proves the claim. On the other hand, g(s) = r, 
/I ox: II < p, and the radiality of g imply that (g’(@, v~) is bounded 
above 0. Hence 
as k -+ co, as asserted. Thus (d) is proved in case r > 0; and the 
same proof works again for r = 0, if we apply Lemma 3.5 to h, , and 
take n = K(1, p, h,). Q.E.D. 
Proof of(e). The corresponding proof in Theorem 3.6(e) requires 
only changes of notation, to complete the proof of the present theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. Just as in Remark (2) after Theorem 3.6, the 
conclusions of Theorem 3.9 remain true without the assumption that 
(h,‘(v), v) > 0, provided that h is convex. 
Parts of Theorem 3.9 have been proved before in special cases. 
Assuming L = 1, g, = 0, and h,’ uniformly differentiable (but 
without the assumptions of Theorem 3.9 that M and h,’ are positive), 
Krasnosel’skii [9, Theor. 4.3, p. 367; Theor. 2.2, p. 332, Eq. (2.6), 
p. 1941 has proved the existence part of (b) and the case r = 0 of 
(c). Assuming L = 1, either g, = 0 or h, = 0, and g,’ and h,’ locally 
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Cl-, Berger [2, Theor. 10.8, p. 175; 3, Theor. 2, p. 15, Theor. 4, 
p. 161, asserts (b) and (d), and proves (e) and parts of the case Y = 0 
of (c). It should be noted that in the cited places, Berger assumes the 
existence of g’ and h’ only as Gateaux derivatives; but inasmuch as he 
assumes them to be continuous, they are in fact [15, Theor. 3.3, p. 411 
FrCchet derivatives. 
4. NONLINEAR ELLIPTIC EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS 
We shall apply the results of Section 3 to eigenvalue problems which 
are formally of the type 
C (-l)lai IPG,&v, w,..., D%) = h 1 (-1)1”1 DW,(x, v ,...) P-19). 
I~lQn [*I<?=1 
(4.1) 
The partial differential operators will be Euler-Lagrange operators 
corresponding to multiple integral functionals on closed subspaces of 
suitable Sobolev spaces. We begin by recalling the standard notations 
for such spaces and functionals (cf. [6, pp. 43-471). 
Let Q be an open set in R”, n > 1, with typical point x = (xi ,..., x,) 
and Lebesgue measure dx. For an n-multiindex 01 = (01~ ,..., a,), 
oli > 0 integers, / 01 / denotes the sum C ai and Dar denotes the 
operator U(a/ax$. For an integer k > 0, sk denotes the number of 
cy’s having 1 01 1 < K, and fk denotes a typical vector (&) joi1<k in RQ. 
Occasionally we shall distinguish the highest-order components of 
&, as 5k = (5Ji+k , and write fx: = (tkP1 , &.). For a real distribution 
v on Q, tk(~) denotes the s,-tuple (Dazl)la,~k . For 1 < p < CO, p’ is 
the exponent conjugate top, i.e., p’ = p(p - 1)-l, with 1’ = CO and 
co’ = 1; and for v ED(Q), w E L@(Q), 
(~1, 4 = Ja v(x) 4.4 dx, Ii v II; = jfi I ~(x>l” dx, 
with the usual adjustment for the case 11 *Iii0 . For any integer m > 1, 
the Sobolev space IP~“(Q) consists of all real distributions v on 52 
such that Dv ED(Q) for all 1 (II I < m, with norm 
II VII ii., = , ; II D”v II,“. 
01 .m. 
For 1 < p < co, IPJ’(Q) is a separable reflexive real Banach space, 
whose norm is (at least) of class C d, d being the greatest integer < p; 
and IV@(Q) is a Hilbert space. 
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The functionals we consider are of the form 
where F: J2 x [wS* -+ [w satisfies certain conditions. The most basic 
are the Curatheodory conditions: for each tk E R+, F( *, ck) is measurable 
on Sz; and for each x E 52 outside some nullset, F(x, *) is continuous on 
Wk. Growth conditions which may be placed on F and its partial 
derivatives are listed in the following definition (cf. [6, pp. 45-461). 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let n > 1 and m > 1 be integers, p > 1 
a real number, and b the greatest integer less than m - n/p. Let 
(P&Km be a family of exponents satisfying 
Pa = * for 1 011 < b, 
p < p, < (p-l - +(m - I 01 I>)-’ for b < I 01 I < m, 
Pci =P for 1 (Y 1 = 112. 
Let Q be open in W, k an integer with 0 < k < m, and F: Q x R9-t R. 
Then we define regularity conditions on F relative to (pa) as follows: 
(0) F satisfies the Caratheodory conditions, and there exist I E Ll(Q) 
and a continuous function c: 0 x IRS* + R such that 
(I) F satisfies condition (0); and for each 01 with 1 01 I < k: F, = 
aF/a&, exists and satisfies the Caratheodory conditions, and there 
exist 1, E Lpe’(Q) and a continuous function c,: 0 x FP -+ R such that 
(l+) F satisfies condition (1) with k = m; and 
(i) If 5, = (&)iol,=m denotes the highest-order part of 4, , and 
if 5,’ # 5,) then 
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(ii) There exist continuous functions c,, , cr: W* --+ R with 
c,,(&) > 0 for all & , such that 
(20) F satisfies condition (1) with p > 2, and 
(i) F(x, 0) = 0, F,(x, 0) = 0 for all 1 01 j < k; 
(ii) For each pair 01, fi with I 01 1, 1 /3 j < k, F&x) = (aF,/a&) 
(x, 0) exists and equals F@,(x), and F,, belongs to L*a$Q), where 
t&g = (1 - p,r - p;l)-1; 
(iii) For each 01 with / (y. / < k, the difference 
%x(x, 53 = ~m’,(x, 6k) - 1 ~d463 
ISI@ 
satisfies an estimate of the form 
where 1, E LP=‘(B) an c, is a continuous function on B X DP X (0, co) d 
such that t+,(~, & , t) --t 0 as 0 < t + 0, uniformly on each set of the 
form B X (compact in W). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let n, m, p, b, and (p,) be as in Dejinition 4.1. Let 
Q C UP be a bounded open set for which the Sobolev embedding theorem is 
valid. Let 0 < k < m, and let F: Q x [WSk -+ R be a given function. 
Then: 
(0) If F satis$es 4.1(O), then 
f(w) = S,F(x, ~,(~>(~>> dx, (w E Wm-p(-Q)), 
defines a continuous function f on WmJ-‘(Q), such that f is bounded on 
bounded sets, and f is weakly continuous in case k < m. 
(1) If F satisfies 4.1(l), then the function f deJned in (0) is Cl, with f’ 
given by (f’(v), w) = a(v, w), where 
moreover, f ‘: Wm3”(Q) -+ Wm3p(Q)* is bounded on bounded sets, and is 
completely continuous in case k < m. 
SSO/IS/3-4 
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(l+) If k = m and F satisfies 4.1( I+), then f' is proper on each closed 
bounded subset of Wm~“(G’). 
(2O) If p >, 2 and F satisfies 4.1(2O), then f is quadratic at 0, with 
f “(0) given by (f “(O)v, w> = a,(v, w), where 
a,(v, w) = c (Fas Dav, D%u); 
lal,lN<k 
moreover, f "(0) is compact in case k < m. 
Proof. In [5, pp. 25-301, assertions (0) and (1) are proved, and it 
is shown that the condition 4.1( 1’) implies a certain condition (S,) 
on f ‘. Actually Browder’s positivity condition [5, Assumption (B’) (3’), 
p. 181 is a little stronger than our 4.l(l+)(ii), but his proof of (S,) 
extends without difficulty. The present conclusion (I+) is deduced 
from (S,) in [6, Prop. 6.3, p. 371. 
To prove (2’9, we note by part (i) of condition 4.1(2O) thatf(0) = 0 
and f ‘(0) = 0. By the Sobolev embedding theorem, for each cx with 
1 01 1 < m, the linear map v ++ Dolv is continuous from Wm,p(s2) into 
Lp=(L?), and is compact for b < / 01 / < m and compact into C(a) for 
] 01 / < b. Using these observations and the definition of qDiB in part (ii) 
of 4.1(2O), we find that for each 01 with 1 (Y / < k, the linear map 
is continuous from WmyP(sZ) into LP,‘, and is compact in case k < m. 
It follows that the form a,(v, w) in conclusion (2O) is well-defined for 
v, w E wmqq, and that the relation (Lv, w) = a,(v, w) defines a 
bounded linear map L: Wm$“(Q) + WmpP(sZ)*, which is symmetric 
because of the assumption F,, = F,, , and which is compact in case 
k < m. 
Set fo(v) = (l/2) a,(v, v), and note that for = f b(O) = L. The 
function fi = f - f. is Cl with fi’ = f’ - L given by 
<h’(v), w> = c F’d-, tk(v>(*>)> D-4, 
Ial@ 
where F,,, is defined in part (iii) of 4.1 (2O). From the estimate assumed 
there, it follows by arguments similar to those used by Browder to 
prove (1) that fi’(v) = o(I] v 11) as ]I v 11 -+ 0, i.e., that f l(O) exists and 
is the O-map. Thus f “(0) = f i(O) + f l(O) exists and equals L. 
Q.E.D. 
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In his formulation of the growth conditions, both in [5, pp. 13, 341 
and in [6, pp. 455461, B rowder allows the coefficients c(x, &) and 
c,(x, &J to be merely such that & F+ c(*, &J is continuous from VP 
into the appropriate L’(Q), e.g., Ll(Q) in the case of condition 4.1(O). 
This is insufficient, as can be seen from the example with n = 1, 
m = 1, p = 2, b = 1, Q = (0, I), and c,(x, f) = c,(x, -Q defined, 
for fixedr > 1, by 
min{l x - 5 1-1/27, t-l} c& 5) = 11 for O<t<l, for 521. 
One verifies that this c, satisfies the Caratheodory conditions, and 
that et-f c,(-, t) is continuous from R into L’(Q), even into C(Q) 
except at [ = 0. Yet for a function v E Cm(a) having Z(X) = x for all 
small x, we find 
c&q &(W)(X)) = c,(x, +>> = CT@, 2) = x-l, 
for small x > 0. Thus c,(*, &,(v)(e)) $Ll(Q). Taking K = 0 and 
F = c1 , we get a counterexample to Lemma 4.2(O), if the weaker 
version of 4.1(O) is allowed. 
Assuming that G and H satisfy Definition 4.1( 1) with K = m and 
k = m - 1, respectively, and that V is a closed subspace of IP~“(sZ) 
containing Corn(Q), we shall consider the problem, to find X E R and 
z, E I’ such that 
for all w E V. On the one hand, by Lemma 4.2( l), Eq. (4.2) is equivalent 
to g’(v) = Ah’(v), where g and h are the restrictions to V of the 
functionals associated to G and H. On the other hand, by the standard 
integration-by-parts argument, a smooth solution of (4.2) also 
satisfies the formal differential Eq. (4.1) as well as certain boundary 
conditions determined by V. The results to follow are concerned 
with the “weak” formulation (4.2) of the original problem (4.1) plus 
boundary conditions. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let n > 1 and m >, 1 be integers, p > 2 a real 
number, and Q C Iwn a bounded open set for which the Sobolev embedding 
theorem is valid. Let G: Sz x [wsm -+ R and H: Sz x IRS+1 -+ R be two 
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functions such that G satisjies (1’) and H satisfies (1) of Definition 4.1 
with respect to some set (pa) of exponents for n, m, p. Set 
gW =s, G(x> 5,&W) dx,
b(v, 4 = 1 j- f&(x, &n&)(x)) D"w(x) dx, 
lal<m-1 fl 
for v, w E WmJ’(Q). Let V be a closed linear subspace of WmJ’(sZ) such 
that C,“(Q) C V. Assume further: 
(1) h is radial on V(h) = (v E V: h(v) > 0}, and for each unit 
vectoruEV,h(pu)-+ GOasp-+ co; 
(2) There exist a constant y 3 0, and a function c: [0, a) -+ 
[-y, a) satisfying c(p) + 00 as p -+ co, such that g(v) + rh(v) 3 
~(11 v 11) for each v E V; and 
(3) There exists a group rr of linear isometries of V, having prime 
period 32 and acting freely on V\(O), such that each of g and h is 
constant on the r-orbit of each v E V(h). 
Set K = {v E V: a(v, w) = Xb( v, w) for some X E R and all w E V], 
let h(v) = a(v, v)/b(v, v) f OY v E V(h), and let q be the quotient map 
taking each v # 0 to its r-orbit. 
Then, for each positive integer k: 
(a) mk is continuous from (0, 00) to R, where for each r > 0, 
m&) = inf SUP (g/4(4, 
WE.v~4”k(d vsw 
Y*(r) = (WC h-l(r): cat(qW, qh-l(r)) 2 k}; 
(b) For each r > 0, the set 
K,(r) = {v E K n h-l(r): (g/h)(w) = mk(r)} 
is not empty; and in fact, if mj(r) = mk(r) for N distinct values of j, then 
cat(dW), F(r)) 3 N and dim K,(r) > N - 1; 
and 
(c) For each Y > 0, if (ri} and { v $} are sequences uch that yi -+ r and 
vi E Kk(li), then there exists a subsequence {v~(~)} and a vector v E Kk(r) 
such that viti) -+ v and A(vicj,) + X(v) as j + co. 
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Proof. We shall apply Theorem 3.2. Since p > 2, the norm on 
V C PPg*(JI) is C2 away from 0. By Lemma 4.2(l), g and h are Cl 
functions with (g’(u), w) = a(q w) and (h’(u), w) = b(v, w), g’ is 
bounded on bounded sets, and h’ is completely continuous, hence 
compact. By Lemma 4.2( l+), g’ is proper on closed bounded sets. Thus 
V, g, and h satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 down to 3.2(l). 
The remaining assumptions (2), (3), and (4) in Theorem 3.2 are 
precisely the further assumptions (l), (2), and (3) of the present 
theorem, and in virtue of the above expressions for g’ and h’, the 
conclusions of 3.2 are precisely the desired conclusions (a), (b), and (c). 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.4. With notations as in Theorem 4.3, assume p = 2. 
Let G satisfy (1’) and (2O), and let H satisfy (2O), of Dejinition 4.1. With 
g, h, a, b as before, set 
aoh 4 = c j G,&x) ilaw DBw(x) dx, 
l4.lBl<m 0 
b,(o, w) = 1 j- H,,(x) lPw(x) VW(X) dx, 
lal~l8l~m-l *
gob4 = U/2bo(~~ 4, h,(a) = (1/2)b,(w, w), 
for v, w E Wmy2(&?). With V a closed linear subspace of Wmt2(Q) as 
before, assume further: 
(1) h is radial on V\(O), ho is positive on V\(O), and for each unit 
vector u E V, h(pu) -+ 00 as p + co; 
(2) There exist constants y >, 0, c1 > 0, and p1 > 0, and a continuous 
strictly increasing junction c: [0, co) -+ [0, 00) satisfying c(0) = 0, 
C(P) 3 ClP2forP 2 Pl > and c(p) -+ co as p ---t co, such that 
g(w) + YW 3 c(lltJ II) 
for each v E V; and 
(3) There exists a group rr of linear isometries of V, having prime 
period 3 2 and acting freely on q(O), such that each of g and h is 
constant on each rr-orbit. 
With K, A, and q as in Theorem 4.3, define in addition 
K” = {w E Vz a,(w, w) = Xb,(w, w) for some X E R and all w E V}, 
and let ho(v) = g,(v)/h,(v) for v # 0. 
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Then, for each positive integer k: 
(a) Conclusion (a) of Theorem 4.3 is true, and in addition the function 
mk extends continuously to [0, m) by 
L$(O) = {WC h;‘(l): cat(pW, qh;‘(l)) 3 k}; 
(b) Conclusion (b) of Theorem 3.2 is true, and in addition the 
analogous assertions hold for the set 
and 
G(0) = {V E KO f-7 hil(l): (go/ho)(v) = m,(O)); 
(c) Conclusion (c) of Theorem 4.3 is true, and in addition zf0 < ri -+ 0 
and vi E K,(rJ then there is a subsequence vuitj) and a vector v E K,(O) 
such that vttj) + 0, z+(~)/(/ q(t) Ij --f v//l v 11, and h(qi)) -+X0(v) asj --t 00. 
Proof. We shall apply Theorem 3.4, noting that FPJ(Q) is a 
Hilbert space. By Lemma 4.2(2O), g and h are quadratic at 0 on 
FP~“(@ 3 V, with (g”(O)v, w) = a,(v, w) and (h”(O)v, w) = b,(v, w). 
The rest of the verifications are just like the ones in the proof of 
Theorem 4.3, and in virtue of the Remark following Theorem 3.4, the 
conclusions of that theorem translate into the present ones. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.5. With notations as in Theorem 4.4, and with p = 2, 
let G and H satisfy (2O) of D fi t e niion 4.1, let G,, = 0 when 101 1 = m 
and 1 /3 1 < m - 1, so that G takes the form 
and let G(x, *) and H(x, *) be even functions, for each x E Q. With V a 
closed linear subspace of Wm~z(Q) as before, assume further: 
(1) bo(v, 4 > Of or v # 0; and there exist constants y > 0 and c1 > 0 
such that a,(v, v) + ybo(v, v) > 25 /I v II2 for each v E V; and 
(2) al(v, v) 3 0 and b,(v, v) > 0 for each v E V, where a, = a - a, 
andb, = b-b,. 
Then, for each positive integer k, conclusions (a), (b), and (c) of 
Theorem 4.4 are true, with m = (I, -I}, I = identity on V; and 
moreover: 
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(d) For each Y > 0, mk(r) + co as k -+ 00, and for any vuk E Kk(r), 
I/ vk II+ co as k - ao; and 
(e) The sequence {m,(O): k = 1, 2,...} consists of all the eigenvalues of 
the problem 
a,@4 4 = Xb,(v, 4 (an w 6 V), 
each one repeated with its multiplicity. 
Proof. We shall apply Theorem 3.6, noting that FVm7”(C$ and 
hence V, is separable. As in the proof of Lemma 4,2(2O), we can define 
the difference-functions g, and h, so that 
g(v) = w2K~~~ v> + g1@9> h(v) = WwffJ, v> + h,(v), 
where L = g”(0) and M = h”(O), and g,’ and h,’ are the operators 
corresponding as in Lemma 4.2(l) to the families of functions 
(%J IRISH and (HI,4 lu IG-~ defined as in part (iii) of Definition 4.1(2O). 
Assumption (1) of Theorem 3.6 follows directly from the present 
assumption (1) and Lemma 4.2(2O). To verify (2) of Theorem 3.6, 
we must have g, and h, even functions, gl’(v) and h,‘(v) of order 
41 v II) as II v II -+ 0, (g,‘(v), v) and (h,‘(v), v) nonnegative, and g,’ 
and h,’ completely continuous. The first two properties are clear, the 
third comes directly from the present assumption (2), and the complete 
continuity follows from Lemma 4.2(l) applied to G, and Hr , since 
vanishes for 1 01 1 = m, by assumption, and depends only on .c&,,-~ for 
1 01 1 < m - 1. Thus the assumptions of Theorem 3.6 are verified, 
and the present conclusions follow. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Theorem 4.5 admits the same extension of conclusion 
(d), and the same variation of hypotheses, as are given in Remarks (1) 
and (2) after Theorem 3.6. 
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Each of the three preceeding theorems has a companion in which 
the normalization g(n) = r replaces h(v) = Y. These results follow 
from Theorems 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 in exactly the same way as their 
counterparts follow from 3.2, 3.4, and 3.6, and they will be stated 
without further proof. 
THEOREM 4.6. In Theorem 4.3, drop the further assumptions (l), (2), 
and (3), and replace them by: 
(1’) g and h are both radial on V(g) = {v E V: g(v) > O}; 
(2’) g(v) ---f 00 as 11 v /j + co; and 
(3’) The same as 4.3(3), but with V(g) in place of V(h). 
Then the conclusions of Theorem 4.3 are true, with g in place of h, but 
with g/h, K, and A retained wherever they occur. 
Remark. The existence conclusion (b) of Theorem 4.6 is due 
to Browder, as of course is its proof in Theorem 3.7 above [6, 
Theor. 10, p. 471. Since he is working on a fixed fibre g-l(r), Browder 
assumes the radiality of h only on that fibre. The present assumptions 
on g in 4.6(1’) and (2’) are in fact a little weaker than Browder’s, 
which require that a(v, V) > d > 0 if either 11 v 11 > p,, erg(v) > r > 0. 
It should be noted that Browder does not explicitly assume the 
elements of n to be isometries of V, but he uses this assumption in the 
assertion [6, p. 49, first paragraph] that T acts on the unit sphere S. 
THEOREM 4.7. In Theorem 4.4, drop the further assumption (l), 
replacing it by 
(1’) g and h are both radial on v(O), andg, and h, are both positive on 
v\(O); and retain (2) with y = 0 and (3) as it stands. 
Then the conclusions of Theorem 4.4 remain true, with g, g, in place of 
h, ho , but with g/h, go/ho , K, K”, A, and ho retained wherever they 
occur. 
THEOREM 4.8. In Theorem 4.5, let y = 0 in assumption (2). Then 
the conclusions (a), (b), ( c ) , and (e) of Theorem 4.5 remain true, with g, 
go in place of h, ho , but with g/h, go/ho , K, K”, A, and ho retained 
whenever they occur; and conclusion (d) is replaced by 
(d’) For each Y > 0, mrJr) -+ co ask--t 00, andfor Y > 0, A(+) -+ w 
as k --+ 00 whenever vk E Kk(y). 
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In all the theorems of this section, the defining integrands G and H 
have been assumed regular in the various senses of Definition 4.1, 
so that the functionals g and h have been well-defined and smooth 
on all of IF”(Q). However, there are problems of interest in which 
one of g or h has the required smoothness only on subspaces V of 
Wm3”(Q) corresponding to certain boundary conditions. As an 
illustration of the use of the general theorems of Section 3 in cases of 
this sort, we shall discuss Kolodner’s equations [8] for the rotations 
of a heavy string. 
Kolodner considers the ordinary differential eigenvalue problem 
[8, p. 3971 
w”(X) + Aw(x)(x2 + w(x)2)-l/2 = 0 (0 < x < 11, 
w(0) = v’(1) = 0, 
and the associated linear problem for small solutions, 
(4.3) 
WV(X) + Xw(x) * x-1 = 0 (0 < x < I), 
w(0) = v’(1) = 0, 
(4.4) 
where a classical solution in either case would be required to be 
continuous on [0, l] and of class C2 on (0, 1). To formulate these 
problems weakly, we take n = 1, x E Q = (0, 1) C I@, m = 1, 
St?& = 2, tr = (7, 5) E R2, and set 
G(x, -SC) = WW12, H(x, Tj) = (x2 + 7)2)1/2 - x. 
With p = 2, it is straightforward to verify that G and H satisfy the 
conditions of Definition 4.1(l), so that by Lemma 4.2(l), the integrals 
g(w) = ; IO1 w’(x)2 dx, h(w) = j ‘(cc” + w(x)~)~/~ dx - ; 
0 
define Cl functions g and h on w1y2(0, l), with g’ and h’ given by 
<g’(+ w> = Jb’ w’(x) w’(x) dx, 
(h’(o), w) = Jo1 w(x)(x2 + w(x)~)-‘/~ w(x) dx. 
Since g’ = L is the symmetric linear map v t+ v’, g”(0) exists and 
equals L; but since H,,(O, X) = l/x, the candidate M for the role of 
h”(O), namely the map M defined by Mv(x) = $x)/x, does not act 
from W1p2(0, 1) into lVr,2(0, l)*. 
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However, because of the boundary conditions in Kolodner’s 
problem, our interest is in the restrictions of g and h to the closed 
linear subspace 
v = {w E wyo, 1): w(0) = O}. 
For z, E V, Schwarz’ inequality applied to V(X) = Jz u’(y) dy gives the 
estimate 
+>” < x * II ZJ’ lli.2 < x * II TJ ll”y. (4.5) 
It follows immediately that the symmetric linear map M is bounded 
from V to V*, since by definition of M, Schwarz’ inequality, and (4.5), 
(Mw, w) = s,’ x-1/z w(x) . x-lj2 w(x) dx 
<//4l”-II4v, 
for V, w E I’. We claim further that the restriction of h to V has h’ 
differentiable at 0, with h”(0) = M. T o see this, consider the difference 
ffl,S(% 7) = ftl(X~ 17) - f4lTl(x~ 017 
= T)[(x2 + q-112 - x-q. 
For any ZI, w E V, we estimate 
<h’(w) - Mw, wj2 = is,’ HL,(x, w(x)) W(X) dx):! 
,< j-’ x3i2 1 HIJx, w(x))I” dx . Jo1 x-3/2 1 w(x)/” dx. 
0 
By (4.5) applied to w, the second integral is no larger than 2 11 w #2, 
and so 
11 h’(w) - Mw /I$* < 2 Jo1 x3’2 I &,(x, w(x))l” dx. (4.6) 
An elementary estimate shows that 
< maxiI rl I/x, Iv 13/2x3h 
For fixed t E (0, I), we use the first of these bounds when x is in the 
interval 0 < x < t, and the second when t ,< x < 1, to dominate 
the integral in (4.6) by the sum 
2 St x1~2(x-l~2w(x))2 dx + ; It1 x-~/~(x-~/~w(x))~ dx. 
0 
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Using (4.5) in each of these terms, and choosing t = Ij v /1f,s , we 
obtain 
11 h’(w) - Mw 11 v* < const /j 2, /y2, 
which proves h”(0) = M, as desired. 
Altogether, g and h on V are even, Cl functions, both quadratic at 0. 
The second derivative L = g”(0) = g’ is positive-definite on V, 
since by (4.5) we have 
Also (Mv, V) > 0 for v # 0 is clear, and the complete continuity of 
h’ from Lemma 4.1(l) implies that M is compact from V to I’*. Thus 
V, g, and h satisfy all the assumptions of Theorems 3.6 and 3.9, 
except that 
does not satisfy (h,‘(v), V) > 0. However, because of the convexity of 
7 I-+ H(x, 7) for each x > 0, h is convex, and so by Remark (2) after 
Theorem 3.6 and the corresponding remark after Theorem 3.9, the 
conclusions of both those theorems hold for the present choices of V, 
g, and h. Since h also satisfies (h’(v), V) < l/2 + h(v), as one checks 
immediately, conclusion (d) of Theorem 3.6 holds in the strengthened 
form given in Remark (1) following that theorem. 
These conclusions, in part, are that the weak eigenvalue problem, 
to find h E Iw and v E V such that 
IO1 w’(x) w’(x) dx = x lo1 w(x)(x” + w(x)2)-1’2 w(x) dx (4.7) 
for all w E V, has for any Y > 0 a sequence of solutions z+(r) in V 
normalized by h(v) = Y, and also a similar sequence normalized by 
g(v) = Y, characterized in each case by the appropriate sequence of 
minimax problems. In either normalization, the corresponding 
sequences of minimax values and of eigenvalues diverge to co for 
fixed r > 0; and as Y + 0, the Kth eigenvalue converges to the Kth 
eigenvalue of the weak linear problem 
s,’ +) w’(x) dx = A s,’ w(x) * x-lw(x) dx, (43) 
and the kth eigenfunction converges to 0 in V tangentially to the kth 
linear eigenspace. This strengthened form of convergence follows, 
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as in the remark after Theorem 1.2, from the fact, stated by Kolodner, 
that the linear eigenspaces are all one-dimensional. Elementary 
arguments in the calculus of variations show that solutions to (4.7) 
and (4.8) are in fact classical solutions to (4.3) and (4.4), respectively, 
so that the above results can be compared to those of Kolodner. He 
normalizes by v’(O) = Y > 0, characterizes the kth eigenfunction of 
(4.3) by its having k zeros in [0, 11, and proves also its uniqueness in 
this class, for fixed r; but he does not discuss the behaviour of the 
eigenfunctions as r changes. 
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